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TSci-zade Ca'fer £elebi (856?/l452 - 921/1515) was a
prominent figure in the political life of Ottoman society
in the late 15th and early 16th centuries, who both as a
member of the Council of State and as a personality of
distinction in the literary activities of the period was able
to influence future developments in these spheres® However,
apart from a few articles in works of an encyclopaedic nature,
no study has hitherto been devoted to his life and his literary
works, most of which have remained unpublished. V/hat judge¬
ments have been expressed on his position in Ottoman poetical
literature have, consequently, been based on only the most
superficial acquaintance with his writings and have little
validity.
The present thesis collects all the existing information
on his life and his career, and presents for the first time a
reliable biography, seeking as well, by a study of all his
works, to establish his position in the literary environment
of the age. In the second part there is given in transcription
a critical edition of his Divan, for which all the existing
manuscripts of the work have been used. The aim here has
been to achieve a correct text which may be used with confidence
by students of this period of Ottoman literature.
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INTRODUCTION
Taci-zade Ca'fer felebi may be regarded as one of the
representative men of Ottoman society in the late 15th and
early 16th centuries. A scholar, a poet and a statesman, he
achieved distinction in the nascent educational and administra¬
tive institutions, and by his poetry and prose works contributed
to the cultural life of the new society and the formation of
a language in which this might find expression. While regarded
as a poet of secondary rank, his verse is still superior to
that of most of his contemporaries; and were it not that he
was rivalled by such great poets as Ahmed Paja, Necati and
Mesihl, it is likely that his reputation would have been
greater than later critics allowed.
He lived in one of the most dynamic periods of Ottoman
history, at that very time when the foundations were being
laid for the distinctive Islamic Society created by the
Ottomans; and for much of his life he was associated with the
governmental apparatus that was guiding and shaping this. The
efforts of I^ehmed II to adorn his new capital with monuments
commensurate to the greatness of his Christian predecessors
were matched by his care that these should be staffed and
directed by the most eminent figures in learning and culture
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that the Islamic East had to provide.^ These foreigners
were a stimulus and a challenge to the native scholars, who
sought to emulate and exceed them within their own cultural
milieu. That the poetry of Persia could be given an authentic
Ottoman voice had been the contribution of the Ahmed Pagas
and the Necatls, and in elegant prose composition it was men
such as Ca'fer Qelebi who demonstrated that Turkish could be
no less beautiful and expressive than that of the Persian
mungis.
Those features of literature and learning which were
later to become the lifeless stereotypes of Ottoman culture
fotind their first expression in this period, and they present
themselves to us with vigour and freshness. One can sense the
dlan and enthusiasm of a new creative impulse in much of the
(1) Her kanda bir 'alim-i roUtebahhir-u-muteferrid vat ise,
eger diyar-i Hindde ve eger vilayet-i Sindde, hezar
ikram ve iltifatla yolmda bezl-i mal-ft-menal id(ib,
menasib-i 'allye ve meratib-i me'&llye birle istimalet-
ler viriib, bi-£-£arure her birine veda'-i vatan ve terk-i7 •
mesken itdiiriirmi§. Latifi, pp. 61-2.
See also Hanna Sohrweide, •Dichter und Gelehrte aus dem
Osten im Csmanischen Reich (1453-160C), Ein Beitrag zur
tUrkisch-persichen Eulturgeschichte', Per Islam 46 (1970),
pp. 262-302.
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literary productions associated with the reigns of Mehmed II
and Bayezld II, the latter being no less concerned than his
father to foster the intellectual and artistic activities
that would lend renown to the dynasty.^ A man of. many
talents such as Ca'fer $elebi found here an ideal situation
in which to develop and mature; and the very frequency of his
complaints in his poetry that he was not receiving due recog¬
nition for his qualities must be taken as an indication that
such attributes commanded, and were expected to command,
reward from the very centre of power.
After having achieved a position within the administrative
institution, Ca'fer himself was able to extend such patronage
to men of ability in both poetry and prose writing, and in
this way fostered the cultural activities of the age as well
as contributing to them. It is to cultivated personalities
of this kind that we must look if we would wish to explain
the flourishing literary life of Bayezxd's reign, a period
that contributed as much to the spiritual development of
Ottoman society as had his predecessor's to its military and
(1) ... Bunlarufi 'ahd-u-'asrxnda gu'arS fokdx ve ol devrde
nazm-x le^li-intizamdan bihter bir kal5-yx ra'ic yokdx.
gu'ara-yx RumufI ekger ser-amedleri bunlar devrinde
gelmiglerdlir ve bu 'asxrda gohret bulmxglardur. Ye
cevS'iz ve 'atayasxn ve vaza'if ve saliyanesin yer otuz
neferden mutecaviz ga'ir-i mahir var idi. Ve vilayet-i
'Acemde bunlardan da&i MevlSna CSmiye her sal bin 'aded
filori varurdi. Latifl, p. 63.
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political achievements. The poet was accorded as of right a
position in society; not as a teacher or a preacher, but as
one who tempered and refined the spirit of what was still
basically a military state, in which the attitude of the
camp intruded even into urban life. Ca'fer's own tragic end
illustrates how difficult it was to resolve the contradictory
tendencies, when the renewed military energies of the state
under Selim allowed the balance which seemed to have been
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PART ONE
SURVEY OP THE SOURCES
Existing studies on Ca'fer gelebi
The "brief accounts of Ca'fer £elebi's life given by
von Hammer, Gibb and S. IT. Ergun are all derived more or less
from the notices given in the tezkires, and the only serious
effort to expand this information is in the contribution by
T. Gokbilgin to the islam Ansiklopedisi.^ Von Hammer relies
principally on Kinali-zade' s Tezkire, offering no critical
observations on the work of the poet; but Gibb uses, in addition,
Sehi, Latifi 'Igik ffelebi and 'All's Kunhii ' 1-Ahbar, and even
tries to explain away the adverse opinions of the latter. Gibb,
moreover, has remarks to make on the quality of Ca'fer's poetry,
but having to rely on an incomplete copy of his Divan - that
now in the British Museum - these are not to be regarded as
well-informed. He does no more than allude to Ca'fer's
importance as a statesman, and ignores entirely his contribution
to inga-lit erature.
In T£>, S. N. Ergun repeats the notices given in the
tezkires more extensively than the above, without, however,
attempting to verify this information or to give a personal
assessment of Ca'fer's work. Most of the dates given here can
(2)
be shown to be incorrect.v ' T. Gokbilgin, relying mainly on
(1) GOD, I, pp. 180-4; HOP, II, pp. 263-35; £5^ n, pp. 832-
890; IA, in, pp.8-10.
(2) For a discussion of dates, see pp. 20, 25, 37.
S. N. Ergun, repeats some of his errors; but in addition to
the tegkires, he also examines the historical sources, and
provides the most information on Ca'fer's career as a statesman.
He has no opinion to express on the literary personality of
his subject, contenting himself with repeating the summary
judgement offered by M. P. KSpriilu in his Eski ^airlerimiz,
Divan Bdebiyati Antologisi (Istanbul, 1949)*
p
V. L. Menage's brief article on Ca'fer £elebi in EI
is correct in the facts given, but neither W. Sjorkman, in the
Fundamenta, noi? A. Bombaci, in the Storia Delia Letteratura
Turca, have anything new to contribute, and merely repeat what
is to be found in the works mentioned above. N. S. Banarli,
in the Resimli Turk Sdebiyati does no more than summarize
T. G-okbilgin's article.
Sources for the biography of Ca'fer yelebi.
a. Ca'fer $elebi*s pjVan and Heves-name.
The works of the poet himself will, of course, be the first
and most reliable source for his own biography. In this way
can be shown to some extent the relationship between his life
and his poetry, admittedly very slight and tenuous. It is true
that there are certain indications in Ca'fer's kasides and the
Heves-name which might be taken as contributions towards his
biography, but in general these are slight and often obscure.
Unless they could be substantiated.from other sources, it was
thought best to ignore them. In fact, the persona of the
Ottoman poet was quite distinct from the actual personality of
3
of the man, and this distinction is deliberately maintained.
Just as it would be pointless to seek for sincerity or emotional
honesty in such poetry, so too must apparent allusion to events
and individuals be treated with the utmost reserve. Only those
verses which are usually collected in the kita 'at section of
divans can be held to be informative, and these are for the
most part no more than versified letters, as, for example,
Ca'fer's Hasb-i hal in the present Pivan (p, 512).
b. Tezkires
There is a relatively large amount of information about
Ca'fer £elebi in the tezkires. Although this is not arranged
systematically, it is still indispensable as an indication to
what extent a poet's work was appreciated by his contemporaries,
near-contemporaries and by succeeding generations. In particular,
the anecdotes scattered throughout the tezkires are often our
only means of throwing light upon the character and personality
of a poet and upon his private life.
The earliest tezkire, He^t Bihigt, compiled by Sehi Beg
in 945 (1533) is very succint and usually gives only the
briefest biographical details. Since Sehi Beg wrote his tezkire
soon after Ca'fer's death, the information given by him can
be considered a contemporary appreciation, though what value
should be attached to the opinions of so undiscriminating a
critic is questionable. Nor is his biographical information
in any way proportionate to the importance of Ca'fer £elebi
both as a statesman and a writer.
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The second tegkire which notices Ca'fer Qelebi is that of
Batifi which was completed in 953 (1546). Although latlfi gives
relatively little biographical information, his appreciative
remarks on the Heves-name are of significance as evidence of
the popularity of the Heves-name in Istanbul at this time.
'A§ik felebi's tegkire, Mega'iru ,'g-gu'ara, completed in
976 (1568-69), provides much of our information abour Ca'fer's
personality, private life and his relations with his contempora¬
ries. Apart from devoting a special entry to Ca'fer £elebi,
'Agik Qelebi also refers to him in a few other places, telling
stories about him and his poet friends. These cast an interesting
light on Ca'fer Jelebi's character.
Kmali-zade1 s tegkire, written almost twenty years later
than 'Agik £elebi's Mega'iru 'g-gu'ara, does not add much to
our knowledge of Ca'fer's life. Kinali-zade drew almost all
of his information from 'Agik Qelebi but he does give one
interesting fact concerning the profession of Ca'fer's father
Tacx Beg, which cannot be found in any other tegkire. As this
information is supported by a reference in the archives, it
would appear to indicate that Kmali-zade' s work could contain
original material in places.
Riya&i's and Kaf-zade Fa'ifei's tezkires can be considered
to be of no importance as regards this study, for the former
merely repeats Kmali-zade Hasan Jelebi and the latter, apart
from mentioning a few poems by Ca'fer, does not attempt to
give any account of his life. Beyani's tegkire, being a
shortened version of the tezkire of Emali-zade, has no
particular value.
c. Biographical and bibliographical works.
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Tagkoprl-zade', s biographical dictionary of the early
Ottoman scholars and mystics, gaka'ik-i Ku'maniye, provides
information about Ca'fer gelebi and his career which has all
the appearance of accuracy. The work was written in Arabic,
but the expanded translation made by Edirneli Mecdi Efendi in
995 (1587) has been used much more by Turkish scholars than
the original. In our study, because of some omission in MecdI's
translation, both the original galea'ik-i Kit 'maniye and the
translation have been used.
Katib felebi's bibliographical work Kegfu 'z-Ztlnun does
not give much information about the life of Ca'fer gelebi, but
mention is made of four of his works. Katib gelebi's other
work Sullemu 'l-Vusfil, designed to give information about the
authors whose works are mentioned in the Kegfti 1z-Zunun, also
adds something to our knowledge. In Ismail Paga's supplement
to the Kegfu 'z-Zunun we find mention only of Ca'fer's work
Mahruse-i Istanbul Eetihnamesi.
t 2~
Mustakim-zade1s work on the biography of Ottoman
calligraphers, Tuhfe-i HattatIn, is of particular interest for
its appreciation of Ca'fer and his father Taci Beg as calligraphers.
Hilseyin Eusameddin's unpublished work on Ottoman nigancis,
Nigancilar Duna^i [^in spite of the new information with which
(l) See for the description of this work: Turgut Akpmar,
1Amasya Tarihi Yazan Huseyin Husameddin ve Bilinmeyen
Eserleri', Bibliyografya, I, 3 (Ankara 1972), pp. 163-3.
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it provides us, has been used cautiously, for in some cases it
was not possible to find enough supporting evidence to establish
its accuracy. The same can be said for his published work on
Amasya, Amasya Tarihi.
Both 'Osmanli Ku'ellifleri and Sicilli 'Osmani, confined
as they are to the merest outlines of-biographical or biblio¬
graphical detail, add nothing new to our knowledge.
d. Historical sources.
1. Selim-names.
Since the most accurate account of the reign of Sultan
Selim is to be found in that body of works called collectively
Selim-names, all these were examined for what information they
might add to the other sources. Apart from Celal-zade's
Me'asir and gukru's Selim-name, the other works of this class
do not have much to offer. The reasons for Ca'fer's execution
are given in a completely different way by Celal-zade and giikru,
and a discussion of both accounts is given in the section on
Ca'fer's life.
2. G-eneral histories.
In the historical works which cover the reigns of
Bayezid II and Selim I, there are to be found some references
to Ca'fer gJelebi, throwing light in particular on his activity
as a statesman during the events which took place before Bayezid's
abdication and in the course of the Qaldiran campaign. For the
present study, the works of Pa§a~zade, lutfi Paga, ibn-i
Kemal, Hoca Sa'deddin, 'lli and Kuneccim-bagi were consulted
and the accuracy of their information evaluated.
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e. Archival, materials.
In the Belediye Library in Istanbul there is to be
found a defter called Defter-i MUsveddat-i in'ainat ve Tagaddukat
ve Tegrifat ve trsaliyat ve £ayrihi which records the gifts
given by Bayezid II to his subjects on various occasions.^
This defter is of great importance for the history of Turkish
literature, as it gives precise information on most of the poets
living during the reign of Bayezid II, The references made
therein to Ca'fer £elebi are used in this study.
Research in Bagvekalet Argivi produced some records written
in the tapu defters by Ca'fer Celebi while he was in the office
Tzr-
of niganci. The same archive also contains a ferman of Mehmed II
in which mention is made of Ca'fer £elebi's father Taci Beg
(3l
and his mother, 'and two vakfiyes prepared for Ca'fer's pious
foundations.In Topkapi Palace Archive, in an envelope
containing poems written for Bayezid II, there is an Arabic
(c)
kaside by Ca'fer, 'urobably written in his own hand, and also" *
(6)
a vakfiye for which Ca'fer £elebi is mentioned among the witnesses.
In the Istanbul Tahrlr Defteri, published by E. H. Ayverdi
and 0. L. Earkan, there is to be found some information con¬
cerning Ca'fer £elebi's and his brother Sa'di felebi's vakfiyes.
(1) Mu'allim Cevdet Mss. no. 0.71.
(2) Bagvekalet Archive, no. 15, 19» 20, 77, 128, 370.
(3) " " , Ali Emiri Section, no. 32.
(4) " " no. 19, 251, 1070.
(5) E. 344/23.
(6) Suret-i Vakfiye-i Mustafa Paga. der (fskub. No. E. 7024.
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The Bayezid library in Istanbul possesses a collection
of writings by Sa'di £elebi, the brother of Ca'fer felebi, under
the title Sa'di gelebi Meemu'asi.^ Besides a letter and chrono¬
grams written by Ca'fer Jelebi, the Meemu'a also contains letters
sent to him by his brother. Certain parts of this Mecmu'a
were published by Necati Lugal and Adnan Erzi as Taci-zade Sa'di
gelebi Munge'ati (Istanbul 1956). In the present study
reference has been made where possible to this published work;
otherwise, material from unpublished parts of the Mecmu'a has
been cited.
(l) Yeliyuddin Efendi Mss. Bo. 3253.
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B, THE LIFE OF CA'FER £ELBBI
The only source in which any mention is made of the
genealogy of Ca'fer £elebi is Hftseyin Husameddln's still
V (l)'
unpublished Nigancilar Duragi. v ' As has often been the
complaint of his major work, Amasya Tarihi, here, too, he
neglects to show from where he derived his information,
which consequently must be treated with reserve. The notice
on Ca'fer Qelebi is to be found on pages 68 - 73, and begins:
Ca'fer £elebi : Amasyalidir. istanbulda TacI Beg
dimekle mejhur olan Kefe Beglerbegisi HacI Beg-zade
Tacuddin Ibrahim Paga b. Saflyuddln Mustafa £elebi b.
Gazi Mehmed Beg b. e§-£>eyh 'Ala'eddln 'All b. Ibrahim
mahdumu olub, TacI Beg-zade dimekle mejhurdur.
No mention is to be found in the usual sources about any of
the individuals mentioned in this genealogy, and it is only
about his father, TacI Beg, that we have information which
may be regarded as historical.
According to Latlfl^^and 'Agik £elebi,^*^ TacI Beg
came from a noble family. In the Amasya Tarihi (III, 226)
• (1) The only copy of this work is in the private possession
of his son, Kemaleddin Yagar, now resident in Istanbul.
See for description of this work; Turgut Akpmar, 'Amasya
Tarihi Yazan Hiiseyin Husameddin ve Bilinmeyen Eserleri',
Bibliyografya, I, ^(Ankara 1972), pp. 163-3.
(2) 'Uliiw-i neseb ve kemal-i haseble mevsufdur. Latlfl, p. 117.
(3) TacI Beglliler Rumda geref ve cah ile ma'ruf hanedan ve
azade ve £an-zadedUr. 'Agik £elebi, 60a.
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Htiseyin Htisameddin places Taci Beg among the retainers of
Haci Beg-zade ^Jalil Beg b. Gazi Mehmed Beg in Amasya, and
says that in 866 (1461-2) he entered the service of Jehzade
Bayezid, who at that time was governor of the province. It
would seem that he gained the confidence and the respect of
the future sultan, and in the j>N (I, 437) he is spoken of
as his mudebbiru 11-umur. In the Bagvekalet Argivi (Ali
Emiri tasnifi no. 32) there is a ferman of Sultan Mehmed II,
dated 883(1478), in which it is mentioned that the wife of
Taci purchased a village from Bayezid's mother; Taci Beg
is therein described as o^lum kapusmda hizmet iden. In the
same archive there is the tahrir defteri for Tokat which also
e
dates from the time of Mehmed II, and on page 49 Taci Beg is
(2)
mentioned among the military chiefs (ser-'asker) of Amasya.v '
(1) '2-gik £elebi (60a) calls him the lala of gehzade Bayezid,
but'Hi (Kunhu ' 1-Ahbar, 204a-b) says that *A?ik felebi
was confused by the title "beg" and that in fact he was
only his mudebbiru '1-umur, which he explains meant hassa
emini. Katib £elebi (Still emu ' 1-vtisul, £>ehid Ali Paga
1837, p. 365) also calls him the mttdebbirh ■1-umur. In
his introduction to Ca'fer £elebi's Mahruse-i Istanbul
Feth- namesi (supplement to TOEM, 20-21) galis Efendi also
refers to Taci Beg as the lala of Jehzade Bayezid, although
he may be merely following 'Agik £elebi in this.
(2) Tokat Tahrir Defteri No. 15. For the reproduction of this
record see Appendix A.l. Kinali-zade also says that
Ca'fer's father was sahib-i seyf, which means that he was
from the military class (70a).
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Very little reliance can be placed on the other information
about Taci Beg, given by Hiiseyin Httsameddin in his Amasya
Tarihi. In 375(1470-1), we are told that Tad Beg, a poet of
Amasya, became niganci to gehzade Bayezid (iii, 223); in 833
(1473), he is said to have fled to Baghdad to escape Mehmed II's
punishment for having encouraged gehzade Bayezid in dissolute
practices (iii, 231).^ In 387(1482), however, he returned
from Baghdad to Amasya and again became niganci, presumably
to gehzade Ahmed for by this time Bayezid had become sultan,
(iii, 235). The other information given in this work is very
doubtful, and seems hardly worth repeating.
In the Beda*i'u 11-Veka*i a story is related from Ca"fer
felebi about how his father, while in Amasya, had been given
a purse of 3000 akges by gehzade Bayezid to be distributed
amongst the derviges of £elebi galife (geyh Mehmed £elebi
el-Cemali el-Karamani) in order that they might pray for his
(2)intention.v ' This may be taken as indicating a close relation
between Taci Beg and ^ehzade Bayezid, which would certainly
have favoured the fortunes of Ca'fer after the latter ascended
the throne.
(1) The document in Feridun Beg's "^Munge'at (I, 263-4) to which
Hiiseyin Husameddin refers does not mention Taci Beg among
the individuals accused by the sultan. The document,more¬
over, is dated 12 Muharrem 334 - the Amasya Tarihi would
have it written in 373 or 831.'
(2) Hiiseyin, Beda'i. Hi ' 1-Veka*i', II, 310a, ed. A. S. Tveritinova,
Moscow 1961.
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The date of Taci Beg's death would seem to be beyond
dispute: in four chronograms given at the end of his son Sa'di
felebi's Hiinge'at this is fixed at 390(1485).^"^ In the SUllem
Katib £elebi says that his death occurred in Muharrem of this
(2)
year, and that he was then fifty-four years of age;v ' this
would place his birth in 836(1432-3).^'^
In the two tezkires, Taci Beg is included among the poets
of his age. latifi describes him as the defterdar of §>ehzade
Bayezid in Amasya and quotes a single matla'' as a sample of
his work:
Goz yaglu gonlil zulf-i periganlar ifinde
Kaldum karanu gicede baranlar iginde
Kinali-zade Hasan £elebi merely repeats Latifi, who was clearly
(1) Sa'di gelebi Munge'ati, ed. Necati Lugal and Adnan Erzi
(Istanbul 1956), pp. 68-69« Despite this definite evidence,
the editors still attribute a letter dated 906 to Taci Beg.'
(Introduction vii) The letter is by Ca'fer £elebi, who in
this work is usually referred to as Efendi.
(2) gullem, p. 365.
(3) The name of his wife (or maybe of one of his wives) is
recorded as Rabi'a Hatun. Cf. 0. L. Barkan, 'Ayasofya
Camii ve Eylib Ttlrbesinin 1439-1491 yillarma ait Muhasebe
bilangolan, ' iktisat Fakultesi Mecmuasi, XXIII, 1-2,
(Istanbul 1962), p. 359« In the same Muhasebe mention is
made of his two sons Ca'fer and Sa'di as recipients of
incomes from the valcfs of Ayasofya and Eytib Turbesi between
the years 1439 and 1491 (p. 357).
(4) p. 103.
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his only source, and offers the same verse (67b).
In the Tuhfe-i gattatIn (p. 147) he is listed among the
calligraphers and is said to have studied the art along with
gey^ Hamdullah, but the name of their master is not mentioned.
Ca'fer is reported to have been born in Amasya in ga'ban
(2)
856 (Aug. 1452). ' His early education in this city was
received from geyhl-zade 'Abdi, Mu'id-zade Muhyiddin Mehmed,
(1) According to Ekrem Hakki Ayverdi no examples of his
calligraphy have survived (Fatih Devri Hattatlan ve Hat
Sanati, Istanbul 1953, p» 49)»
(2) This date is given by Huseyin Httsammeddin in Higancilar,
. p. 63; however, Katib £elebi in the Siillem (p. 69), says
that he was 53 years of age when he died in 921, and this-
would put his birth in the year 368(1463-4).
In the Heves-name (85b), which was completed in
899(1493-4), reference is made to his love affair with a
young woman which may have occurred shortly after his
arrival in Istanbul about the year 891, in the course of
which he refers to himself as being twenty-two years of age:
Egergi her sozidur bir risale
'Acebdlir var ise bist u dti sale
Although there can be no absolute confidence placed in
such tenuous evidence, this might be taken as broadly
confirming the date of birth which can be deduced from
the Siillem.
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Horasani-zade es-Seyyid 'Abdullah £elebi,^and because of the
position and the interests of his father this would presumably
(2)
be the best that could be found at that time.v '
We do not know at what age he left Amasya to continue his
studies under scholars of greater reputation, but it would
seem likely that it was Bursa rather than Istanbul that would
offer him an advanced education at this time. The gemaniye in
Istanbul did not begin to receive scholars until after Receb
875"(Jan. 1471), and most of the teachers under whom he is
reported to have studied remained in Bursa to teach in the
medreses of that city. According to §>N, these were Hacx Easan-
zade (d. 911/1505-6), el-Kastalani (d. 901/1495-6), gatib-zade
(d. 901/1495-6) and HVace-zade (d. 893/1438).^ In the
(1) ITigancilar, p. 68.
(2) Sehi, p. 28; Kunhii ' 1-Ahbar, 204b.
(3) I, 487; Mecdi, 435. i. H. Uzunjarjili says that gizir
Beg, the first kadi of Istanbul was also one of Ca'fer's
masters, but this would be impossible in as much as Hizir
Beg died in 863.' (ilmiye Tegkilati, p. 229)
In a chronogram by Ca'fer gelebi to be found in his
brother's Miin^e*at (p. 82), another of his teachers at this
time would appear to have been Kadi-zade (d. 899/1493-4);
Kadi-zade mu'in-i ser'-i kavim
• « * •
Ki mera bud bihterln ustad
Sewlimin ruz ez meh-i ramaSan
gud biriin z' in saray-i htizn-abad
Her ki be-gnid guft der tarih
Vatan-i o behist-i baki bad
Heves-name he mentions several of the prominent scholars of
the Semaniye, amongst whom three of these names figure:
Sifat-i gemaniye*
*
Bu cami' jevresinde ol £>ehin§ah
K'am itshn garlk-i rahmet Allah.
Bina itmig sekiz 'all medaris
Ki her birinde bir ulu mtiderris
Egeryi her biridlir bahr-i 'irfan
Velikin dordidiir derya-yi 'umman
JJatib-o^li biri ol merd-i dana
K'anurlla idemez bahs ibn-i Sina
Biri dahi 'Arab meghur-i 'alem
Stitude kavli fi'li dini muhkem
• •
Yiter faSlina anufi bu 'alame
Ki fetvasi yurur Rum ile gama
Biri derya-yi dani§ Kastalani
K'odur hikmetde Bflatun-i gani
Biri Haci Hasan-zade Vahidl
m • •
Zamanun muktedasi vu ferldi
Fa&ilet ma'deni vu 'ilm kani
geri'at mesnedi Nu'man-i §ani
Musahhar tab'ma ma 'kul-U~menkul
WW » • •
Selamet hzre zihn-i paki mecbul
Bular erbab-i fafeluri 'umdesidilr
Mevall-yi 'izamufi ziibdesidur
Heves-name 12a, 3-14
We may assume from the fact that he singles them out for special
mention that they may have formerly been his own teachers in
Bursa.
He received his miilazemet from HacI Hasan-zade.^ He
himself speaks'of his accomplishments (Divan, p. 112 ):
86. Kilmigam hayli ehadlse tefaslre nazar
Olmigam ashab-i fikh-i din arasmda benam
87* £ekmigem zahmet usul ile furu'a bl-hesab
itmigem fenn-i kelam u hikmete 90k ihtimam
As well as these formal studies, he also achieved a reputation
as a calligrapher, having been a pupil of the famous £>ey&
Hamdullah.^
According to 'Igik Qelebi, Ca'fer £elebi, having finished
(3)
his studies, entered the career of teaching.It seems
probable that his first appointment was to the medrese in
Simav, where he also acted as kadi.Mecdl mentions a mosque
(5)"*
which he built in this city; and in the vakf for his other
(1) 'Agik ffelebi, 60a; Kmali-zade, 70a; Riya&I, 45b;
Kunhu '1-Ahbar, 204b.
■ %£ y
(2) Tuhfe-i Hattatln,p.l48; 'OM, I,p263.
(3) 4lgik gelebi, 60a.
(4) Higancilar, p. 68.
(5) Mecdl, p. 357.
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mosque in Istanbul, provision is made for the stipends of the
imam and the mtia egzin of the one in Simav.
Huseyin Msameddin records an interesting incident which
must have occurred during this appointment:
gehzade Cem mes^lesinde mukaddema mugarun ileyhe
takdlm eyledigi bir 'ubudiyet-namesi tutulub taraf-
darlig ile itham edildiginden 889'da 'azl ve haps edildi.
Yedikule zindanmda bir-buguk yil kadar kaldi. Sonra
takdim eyledigi bir kasldesi ve Amasyali ricalin gefa'ati
neticesinde 391'de ltlak edildi.^
• •
The kaside mentioned here would probably be that found on
page 512 of his divan, and this would give relevance to such
beyts as:
6. gikayetiim kati gokdur zemaneden gaha
Ki ben kemine hususxnda itdi cok taksir
v • • « • • •
(1) Portions of this vakf are to be found in Tayyib Gokbilgin,
Edirne ve Paga bivasi, (Istanbul 1952), p. 487; Istanbul
Tahrir Defteri, p. 298; and Tapu Defteri, Pagvekalet Argivi,
no. 251,pp. 531-2. The latter entry is reproduced in
Appendix A.2.
(2) Nigancilar, p. 68. In fact, we have a ta^rlh by Ca'fer
on the death of Sultan Cem:
Za'ir-i Beytu '1-harem seyyah-i b err-u-babr-Cem
K'ide lutfxndan gUda erzanT cennetler aha
gun koyub mihnet evin gitdi saray-i rahata
igidenler didiler ta^ih rahmetler aha
Mimge'at, p. 83; the last part of the first misra* is
defective.
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7. curm ijun ki 'udul eyledtim tariktimden
Done done feleg-i dun-nevaz ide ta'zlr
13* Olan Ijod oldi me&a ma me2a giden gitdi
Ki boyle yazmig imig am Katib-i takdrir
25# Yine tarikUme varma^a eyleyiib himmet
Qarabe gofrlttmi anuiila eyleyem ta'mir
28. Yemin. idem ki dalji pikmayam tarlkiimden
Eger ya£arsa bu yolda bapuma hanper-ti-tir
There is no information available about what medrese in
Istanbul he taught in^until the year 899(1493-4), when,
(l) We have a letter written to him from Bursa by his brother,
Sa'di £elebi, dated Receb 897, in which he is invited to
visit him there, where he has so many good friends. In
another letter, also from Bursa, dated 898, he is requested
to maintain a correspondence with him. (Sa'di gelebi
Meemu'asi, 106b-108a) At this time Ca'fer was trying to
obtain a more remunerative position, and in the kit 'a
dedicated to 'All Papa (Divan, p. 520 ), we may have an
example of the efforts he was making for this purpose:
3. Neyyir-i burc-i vefa ha£ret-i Papa ki anuft
Pertev-i rayi durur pem'-i pebistan-i kerem
8. Gam bucagmda reva mi ben olam ac u susuz
iripe kamulara ab-i selja nan-i kerem
10. Geper ekger ghniimuz killet ile himmet idtifL
Ki 'inayet ide biz kulma sultan-i kerem
(cont1d)
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through the influence of £andarli Ibrahim Paga, he was given
the medrese of MahmUd Paga with a stipend of 50 akge{~^ It
was .in 899 that he completed the Heves-name, but as the work




11. Ustumuzden nazar-i gefkatini eksimeytib
Artura dirligiimiizi geh-i devran-i kerem
12. Aslsuz oldug-igiin yazusi timarumuzun
Nige sa'y itdlik ise gikmadi ey kan-i kerem
13* Meh-i amalum anun naksi hilal itdi veil
• •
Var Umidum ki tamam ide bu noksani kerem
• c
(l) Only Hiiseyin HUsameddin in Nigancilar (p. 63) mentions
Ibrahim Paga in connection with this appointment, but
it is not improbable that Ca'fer or his father Taci Beg
could have gained his friendship when he was in Amasya
as the lala of £>ehzade Bayezid. The chronogram for
the appointment by his brother Sa'di is given in the
Milnge *at, p. 82.
The information about his teaching career in £>N,
I, p. 433, (Kecdl, p. 335) and in the tegkires -
Kmali-zade, 70a, Riya&i, 45b - is summary and lacking
in detail. Gibb, HOP, II, p. 264, is certainly wrong
in saying that the medrese of Mahmud Paga was his first
appointment.
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While still in this post - and probably in Reb. I, 903
(-1
(Oct. 1497) - he was appointed to the imperial Divan as niganci.
According to 'All it had been decided that the person holding
this office should be of the 'ulema class, and the members of
the council were agreed that there was no one more deserving
or capable than Ca'fer. On achieving this post he received
the rank and style of paga, and enjoyed most of the privileges
(2)
of a vesir. ' He was very conscious of his own dignity, and
it -was because of a protest that he made to the Sultan that
the niganci was henceforth given precedence over the defterdar
(3)
in the Divan, and allowed a vezirial tent when on campaign.x '
The earliest activity that can be discovered of his period
in this office relates to the campaign against Moton and Koron
in Rama&an 905 - Muharrem 906 (Apr. - Aug. 1500), in which he
would appear to have participated.There is in his Divan
a kaside (p. 103 ), in which the taking of Moton is described
(1) Nigancilar, p« 68. Three chronograms for this appointment
are found in- Sa'dl £elebi's MHng e *at, p. 85; S. N. Ergun,
Tg, II, erroneously gives the date as 904, and is probably
the source for the same error in T. Gokbilgin, IA, III, p.8.
(2) Kiinhtl ' 1-Ahbar, 204b.
(3) 'Agik ffelebi, 60b.
(4) In the Sa'di gelebi Mecmu'asi, we have two letters sent
from Bursa by Sa'di to Ca'fer, who was in Edirae, probably
prior to the commencement of the campaign. Both are dated
905, the first seeking favours for certain of his friends
(70b-71a), and the other asking that the muhteslb of Bursa,
who was in financial difficulties, be given his assistance
(I02a~102b).
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in detail; and it was he who wrote the feth-name of the
*
campaign (dated Muharrem 906/July 1500), which appears in the
Munge'at of Sa'dx £elebi.^ This was sent to Bursa from Moton.
Although his name does appear now and again in various
connections in the subsequent years, it is not until the end
(2)
of the reign of Bayezid II that he figures in any major event.
Thus in the In amat defteriv ' we find him recorded as having
received a gift from the Sultan on 13 Reb. II 909 (5 Oct. 1503),
in return for a kaside which he had written;and again on
(1) pp. 45-3.
(2) In the Sa'di felebi Mecmu'asi, we have two letters written
to him from Bursa in 906 by his brother Sa'dl, the first
dated Rama&an, the other gi 'l-Hicce. Both complain of
Ca'fer's neglect in writing to him (62b-64a, 93b-14a resp.).
(3) The notices from this defter mentioned in the text are
given in reproduction in Appendix A.
(4) in'amat defteri, p. 16, Appendix A.3. It is very likely
that this is the Benefge Easidesi(Divan p. 125), the 15th
beyt of which speaks of the plague which struck Istanbul
in 909 (1503):
15. $ak oldi dirT^a bu yil asib-i vebadan
£ok 'ari£x gul turre-i tarrari benefge
The plague of 909 is mentioned in Muneccimbagi II, p. 418.
The kaside is a nazlre to that which Ahmed Pasa had
■ t - ft • *
earlier addressed to Sultan Cem, and reference to this is
• 7
made at the end, in the beyt:
56. Bu si'r sevadin okusun kani ki Ahmed4 • • •
Gorsun ki nice olur imig bar! benefge
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23 Gem. II 909 (13 Dec. 1503) he was rewarded for a letter he
composed to he sent to the Sultan of Egypt.On 5 ^a'ban 909
(23 Jan. 1504) and on 7 Receb 910 (14 Dec. 1504), he is also
recorded as having received gifts, but in what connection is
(2)
not disclosed. v 7 He is mentioned in four other places in this-
defter as a recipient of the Sultan's largesse: 12 Zi 'l-Ka'de
913 (15 Mar. 1503), 3 Reb. I 914 (2 May 1503), 15 ^evval 914
(6 Feb. 1509) and 24 gewal 916 (24 Jan. 1511) , but the reasons
(3)
for the rewards are not stated. K '
In the Tapu defteri, no. 20, in the Bagvekalet Argivi,
there is to be found an entry in his hand recording the confer¬
ment of the Hasan Fakih fiftligi to Davud paga on 6 Reb. II 910
(16 Sep. 1504); and for Zi 'l-Ka'de of the same year he records
in this register the villages which Bayezid had conferred on
his daughter £>ah Sultan in 896 (1490-1).^ Again for ga'ban 912
(Dec. 1506), we find in the same defter the entry in Ca'fer's
(1) in'amat defteri, p. 25. Appendix, A.4.
(2) " " p. 32 and p. 87 resp. Appendix A.5 and A. 6.
(3) " " pp. 262, 232, 313 and 419 resp. Appendix
A. 7, A. 3, A. 9 and A.10.
(4) Tapu defteri, no. 20, p. 45. Appendix A.11.
(5) " " " " p. 133, pp. 213-9. Appendix A.12.
hand, recording the conferment by the Sultan of the village
of Kegenlu near Edirne on Hani JJatun, the daughter of Mustafa,
the son of Mehmed II,
•
Subsequent mention of him is made in the in'amat defteri
under various years:
23 Cem. I 913 (1 Oct. 1507) : for a ta'ziye on the
(2)
death of gehzade Mahmudv '
14 Safer 914 (14 Jun. 1503)
17 Cem. II 915 (4 Oct. 1509)
8 gi'l-Ka'de 9150-8 Peb. 1510
Receb 916 (Oct. 1510)
for a kaside (3)
on the occasion of the
circumcision of his son (4)
: for a letter he wrote to
the Sultan of Egypt
: for a letter he wrote to
the Sultan of Egypt
In all the above entries he is described as holding the office
'i (niganci).
(1) Tapu defteri, no. 20, p. 46. Appendix, A.13.
A reference to this entry made in 925 (1519), mentions
that it was made by Ca'fer £elebi in his own hand
(Bagvekalet Argivi, no. 77, p. 128; Tapu defteri, no. 370,
p. 14). Appendix A.14 and A.15 resp.
(2) In'amat defteri, P» 236. Appendix, A. 16.
(3) 11 It P« 279. 11 A. 17.
(4) 11 tt P« 351. 11 A. 18.
(5) 11 It P. 366. II A. 19.
(6) 11 11 P* 402. 11 A. 20.
In the struggle for the succession which was waged among
the princes towards the end of the reign of Bayezid, Ca'fer
supported the party of gehzade Ahmed, even going so far as to
write a kaside in which he mentions him as varis-i millk and
■ «
indicates that he expects him to "be the future sultan:^
27. Varis-i miilk geh Ahmed ki kul olma^a aha
Yiizini goge tutub Tafindan ister nergis
71. Ri^te-i nazm-i dhr-ef^anum ile deste idub
G-onderiir bezm-i dil-avizinie Ca'fer nergis
72. Ki el opiib bulicak hidmet~i §ah ile geref
Kemterin bendeden irgiire du'alar nergis
75. Efser-i 'izz U devlet kona Hakdan baguna
Kife kim zerden ura bagxna efser nergis
Bayezid had intended to abdicate in favour of gehzaae
Ahmed and had summoned him to Istanbul. While Ahmed was on
his way to the capital, Bayezid II attempted to persuade the
Janissaries to abandon £>ehzade Sellm and to rally around Ahmed
tt
When Ahmed arrived at Usktidar and camped there awaiting word
(1) Divan v. 194 ;in Tevarih (ed. Giese, I, p. 131) he is
spoken of along with the Kazasker Mu*eyyed-zade and Yunus
Paga as being "Sultan Ahmedlu". In J!N, I, p. 488, no
reference is made to his support for ^ehzade Ahmed, and
he is said to have been dismissed from the office of
tevki'I for a reason too long to go into.
(2) Muneccimbagsi, II, pp. 433-4.
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from his father, a rumour spread among the Janissaries that
Bayezld II and Ahmed's supporters were planning to bring Ahmed
to Istanbul and proclaim him sultan.^ To prevent this the
Janissaries, who were in favour of £>ehzade Selim's cause,
attacked and looted the houses of the eminent members of Ahmed's
♦
group, inchuding that of Ca'fer £elebi, and he is said to have
(2)
barely escaped with his life.v ' The date of this event is
variously given in the sources, but the most reliable is that
found in the article by Q. Ulugay on the accession of Selim,
27 Cem. II 917 (21 Sep. 1511),^which is based on an eye¬
witness report.
Following this riot Bayezld II gave way to the demands of
the Janissaries and dismissed the niganci Ca'fer Qelebi, together
with the grand vizier Hersekoglu Ahmed Paga, the beylerbeyi of
Rumili Hasan Paga and the kazasker MU*eyyed-zade Abdurrahman
felebi and appointed £andarlizade 'Isa felebi to the position
(1) Tevarlh (ed. Giese) I, p. 131; Selim-names, p. 59»
(2) Tacu 't-Tevarlh II, pp. 190-1; idris Bidlisi, Sellm-name
(British Museum Ad. 24969) 54b~55a; Vekayi'-i Sultan
Bayezid ve Selim Han (Topkapi Sarayi, Emanet Hazinesi
no. 1416) 29b.
(3) £a£atay Ulugay, 'Yavuz Sultan Selim Nasil Padigah Oldi',
TD, VII, no. 10 (1954), p. 120. Tg, II, p. 832 (913/1512);
T. Gokbilgin, j.A. Ill, p. 8 (913/1512). Marino Sanuto,





On 8 Safer 918 (25 Apr. 1512) Bayezid II abdicated in
er '
(3)
of niganci.^ According to Bayezid II offere 'f r a
pension of 100 akges a day, which was refused.
favour of his son Selim. Ca'f wrote a Persian kaside to
JL > ■■ ■ .
commemorate Selim's accession.
(1) idris Bidlisi, Selim-name, 55a; Vekayi'-i Sultan Bayezld
ve Selim Han, 29b. In the Ottoman sources no date is given
for the dismissal of these officials. idris Bidlisi and
Hoca Sa'deddin, Tacu 't-Tevarih II, p. 190, suggest that
they were dismissed on the day after the riot.
(2) gN, I, p. 438. In Kiinhu '1-Ahbar, 204b, the sum is given
as 200 akges. After Selim's accession to the throne, this
s\im was augmented by the stipend from several kadiliks and
was subsequently accepted by Ca'fer (,1, p. 438).
(3) This kaside exists only in Ms. M. (see Divan, p. 556).
The first beyt is: g, U jJ^. U u-i _,j dS g^^i) g, U
u gj I L5 d-xt d I j ^ I——J
'Igik gelebi, 6la-b, gives the following account of this
event:
•'Aceb hikmetdur ki Sultan Selim merhum serir-i
• • •
saltanata cuius itdukde ve Ca'fer £elebi merhum tehniye-i
cxilus iglin dest-bus itdukde bu kasideyi ithaf ider ki
mat la i: j o Wf" uJLi ° _j-t &-S g^__r-^ gj 0*
1* gj Lp- d bxx £ —l. -O t ''< *» t
Bu matla' egergi bl-nazlrdtlr amma tatay3mr idttgi zahirdiir.
Bu. kasideyi Tshak £elebi Igik Kasima okudigmda Igik Kasim
tekrar okuyub ber kef-i ma yerinde ber yed-i ma okur. ishak
felebi mukabelede ber kef-i ma dir. Igik Kasim "yine kef
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Having abdicated, Bayezid II set out for Dimetoka to spend
the remaining days of his life in his birthplace; but he died
suddenly in the vicinity of £orlu on the 10th of Reb. I 918
(26 May 1512).^ Ca'fer wrote a mersiye on this occasion,
in which he refers to the sorrow which afflicted Bayezid II
(2)
on his abdicationv ' (Divan, p. 219),
(cont'd from p. 26 ): gegduhiiz ha.'" dir. Ca'fer
£elebinuxi meclisinde bu gum fal dahi vaki' olur.
Kudret Allahun, fal vaki'aya mutabik ve bu ta'bir
vaki'aya muvafik olur.
(1) There is some conflict in the sources over the exact
location of the place in which Bayezid II died: while
idris, Selim-name 60a, gives it as SogutlU Dere in the
vicinity of Edirne, Eernalpaga-zade, Selim-name (Topkapi
Palace library, Hazine no. 1424) 49b, gives it as Haskoy,
also in the vicinity of Edirne. For a further discussion
of this problem, see: §>. Tekindag, 'Bayezldin olRmu
meselesi', TD 24 (1970), pp. 1-16.
(2) V/ll. Bundan ^am ile gitdi vu anda iimiddur
Eudsiler ile ulfet idiib gadkam ola
12. £un kilmadi vefa ana garh-i pur-cefa
'ilrif olana va'z-u-nasihat tamam ola
• • •
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and bewails his own sad situation.^ This mersiye is note¬
worthy for the complete absence of the customary prayer for the
new sultan.
It is not possible to determine precisely how long Ca'fer
remained without an official position, for none of the sources
give the exact date on which he was re-appointed nigancx.
According to the in'amat defteri, 'isa £elebi held the position
- (2)
of.nigancx in 913* and a document dated Cem. II 919 (Aug. 1513)
(3)
still refers to him as holding this office.v ' The first
reference to Ca'fer as ni^anci is at the beginning of £ewal 919
(Dec. 1513).^^ Accordingly, it may be assumed that Ca'fer
remained without an official position between 23 Cem. II 917
(21 Sep. 1511) and £ewal 919 (Dec. 1513)* In a kaside
addressed to Sultan Selxm, which was probably written in this
period, Ca'fer complains about his own situation and asks the
(1) i/ll. Hakka ki sayesinde hirer padigah idiik
Mulk-i cihanda bilmemiguz ol huma-yimig
12. Meclisler i$;re derd ile gimden girii dirx£
Ney gibi her nefes igurauz vay vay imij
IV/8 Yiriydi can ijinde ideydiik yirin veil
Bu mihnet u belalar ile bizde can kani
• •
(2) in'amat defteri, p. 502.
(3) i. H. Uzun9ar§ili, gandarli Vezir Ailesi, (Ankara 1975),
p. 108.
(4) i. H. lizunfarjili, Osmanli Tarihi, II (Ankara 1949), p. 629.
Sultan to give him an official post.^
(l) Divan p. 207.
79* Ne sir durur ki huner sikkesi-yle 'alemde
'Aziz iken direm-asa kapuftda olam hVar
32. Elin gel eylemig alam yazmadm bir beyt
Ki sana la'ik ola ey §>eh-i felek-mikdar
8J. G-aribler durur emma cemi '-i ebyatum
N'ola £arib-nevaz ola £>ah-i niku-kar
34. Egerpi kapladi dil gtilgenini ser-ta-ser
Harim-i slnede har-i £umum na-hencar
35. Bahar-i ma 'deletiihde iknid-varam kim
Hezar £onpa-i gadi bitiire her bir har
86. Ne gam belalar ile kildi ise kametumi
Hamlde peng gibi ruzgar-i bed-kirdar
87. Nevazig eyler iseh nagme-i dil-avizum
Geture gevk ile rakga cihanda her ne ki var
88. £u kimya nazarun haki zer kilur benden
Dirig itme 'inayet nazarlann zinhar
90. Bana ne vakt-i feragat ne inziva demidtir
Tena''um eylemedin devletuhde bir mikdar
91. Cefalarma sipihr itmedin hentiz 'iva&
Zemane. eylemedin itdiigine istigfar
(cont1d)
A few months after Ca'fer yelebi's re-appointment as
niganci Selim set off on the yaldiran campaign, on 23 Muharrem
920 (20 Mar. 1514).^ 'Agik yelebi states that Ca'fer yelebi,
together with the historian Idrls and Halimi yelebi, the lala
of the Sultan, accompanied Selim and held conversations with
(2)
him. ' While the army was at izmit, Ca'fer composed a letter
in Persian which was sent to yah Ismail on the 27th of Safer
(3)
920 (23 Apr. 1514), and during the course of the campaign
Ca'fer wrote a further two letters to the yah. The first of
these letters, which were written in Turkish, was composed at
Erzincan, in Cem. I 920 (Jun. 1514),^' and the second at
(5)
yermuk in the following month.KJ
(cont'd from p. 29):
92. Cihan fa£a'ilumuh virmedin dahi kadrinv •
Bi&a'at-i hUnerilm bulmadm dahi bazar
93. Karin-i halum olursa vufur-i 'atifetuh^
• « •
Eoyam zemanede devruh.de ben de 90k agar
(1) J. H. Walsh, 'Qaldiran', EI?
(2) Hatta sefer-i Erdebilde 'azlmet-i yah isma'Ilde ekger
evkat Monla idris ve Haliml yelebi ve Ca'fer yelebi merhum
Padigah ile par 'unsur gibi hem-'inan, harf-zenan ve begl-
guyan giderlermig. 'Agik yelebi, 60b.
(3) idris Bidlisi, Selim-name, 71a; Celal-zade, Me*agir,
I27a-I29a; Huseyin, Beda'i'u 'l-veka'i, II, p. 429.
(4) Celal-zade, Me'asir, 132b-133b; I-iingeat mecmuasi (D.T.C.P.
Ismail Saib Yaz. 1/4504), 36a.
(5) y. Tekindag, 'Yavuzun Iran Seferi', T.D. XVII, 22, p. 62;
Tacu 't-Tevarih II, p. 256.
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On 2nd Receb 920 (23 August 1514) the £>ah was routed at
£aldiran and fled, abandoning his treasury and even his wife,
Taclu Hanim. ^ Selim presented Taclu Hanim to Ca'fer £elebi,
his niganci.^
(1) Taclu Hanim's status is the subject of some discussion by
the historians of this period. Eoca Sa'deddin, Tacu
't-Tevarih II, p. 373, and Huneccimbagi II, p. 465, state
that she was not the wife but merely a favourite concubine.
For the discussion on this subject, see i. H. Uzungargili,
' £>ah ismailin Zevcesi Tacli Hanimm Mucevherati', Belleten
XXIII, 92 (Ankara 1959), pp. 611-9.
(2) Similarly Taclu Hanim's status in respect of Ca'fer £elebi
is also the subject of some discussion. According to
Tevarlh-i Al-i 'Cgman, p. 237, Selim presented Taclu Hanim
to Ca'fer as his wife, having dismissed the £>ah as a heretic
and consequently any marriage contracted by him was uncan-
onical and thus no impediment to a further marriage by
Taclu Hanim. ferkesler Katibi, 19b, and Celal-zade,
Me'agir, 143b, mention that she was presented to Ca'fer,
but failed to specify whether she was to become his wife
or concubine. Ibn-i Kemal, however, states that Ca'fer
was requested by the Sultan to accept Taclu Hanim as a
wife (Selim-names, p. 112-3). The account given by £>a'ban
gifa'i, Fefra'il-i 11-i 'Osman, 109a-b, is contradictory
in that he states that the Sultan wished to send Taclu
c
Hanim to,1'stanbul but Ca'fer married her without the
consent of the Sultan, who when he heard of the marriage
became extremely angry and maintained that she was already
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On the return from the £aldiran campaign, camp was set up
at foban Koprti/^and the march was halted for one day while
appointments and dismissals were made in several of the offices
of state. Zeyrek-zade left the post of ka&asker of Anadolu and
(2)Ca'fer £elebi was appointed in his place. '
On 16th Jewal 920 (6 Dec. 1514), Selim reached Amasya,
where he intended to spend the winter before continuing the
("5)
campaign the following year.Dukakin-o£lu Ahmed Paga was
appointed to the grand vizierate replacing Herseko^lu Ahmed
Paga, who had been dismissed while returning from £aldiran.
On 8th Muharrem 921 (25 Feb. 1515), the Janissaries, with the
encouragement of some of the ministers of state, rioted in order
to force the Sultan to abandon the campaign and to return to
(cont'd from p. 31 ):married and was therefore unable to
enter into a further marriage. Ca'fer £elebi countered
this argument with several proofs of the invalidity of
kizilbag marriage services and was able to placate the
Sultan's anger. The Cami'u 't-Tevarih, 260a, suggests
that Selim's anger was not placated and attributes Ca'fer's
death to his marriage with Taclu Hanim.
(1) ibn-i Kemal, 9th Defter, in Sellm-names, p. 124.
(2) The date of this appointment is given in ibn-i Kemal as
"after 25th Receb" (Selim-names, p. 125)• In Ferldun Beg
lx p. 413, Bedayi'ti 'l-Veka'i' , II, p. 444, and Me'agir,
143a, the date is 25th ga'ban.
(3) ibn-i Kemal, 9th Defter, in Sellm-names, p. 127.
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Istanbul.^ They attacked and burned the houses of Piri Paga,
(2)
Hallml £elebi and Ca'fer £elebi. ' The Sultan discovered that
Dukakin-o£lu Ahmed Paga had been responsible for inciting the
(
riot and had him killed ten days later.w/
(1) I. H. Uzungargili, Osmanli Tarihi, II, p. 257.
(2) Me'asir, 150b. According to Huseyin Husameddin, Amasya
Tarihi, III, pp. 275-6, the riots were caused by the
appointment of Piri £elebi to a vizierate which had tradi¬
tionally been given to a person who had joined the ranks
of the Ottoman forces from the devgirme. Janissaries
petitioned their a£a iskender A£a, who in turn requested
Ca'fer £elebi and Halimi Jelebi, the lala of the Sultan,
to try to influence the Sultan. Ca'fer £elebi and Halimi
£elebi, however, were reluctant to petition the Sultan
and asked the Janissaries to accept the Sultan's will with¬
out obligation. Having been incited to riot by Dukakin-
o£lu and his kethuda, the Janissaries disregarded' this
advice, and, rising in revolt on 8th Muharrem (23 Feb. 1515),
they set to looting the houses of Piri Paga, Ca'fer £elebi
and Haliml £elebi.
(3) Celal-zade, Me *asir, 150b, is certainly mistaken in
recounting that Ca'fer was executed together with Dukakin-
o&lu. Ca'fer felebi was executed after his return to
Istanbul. Ferldun Beg^" I, p. 412, adds that a further
reason for Dukakin-o^lu's execution was the rumour that
he had come to some agreement with Dulkadr-o^lu 'Alati
1d-devle.
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After spending the winter at Amasya and annexing the
"beylik of Dulkadr, the cities of Kemah and Diyarbakir and some
citadels in the east, Sultan Selim returned to Istanbul on
29th Cem. I, 921 (11 May 1515)• He soon set about discovering
which of his ministers had incited the Janissaries at Amasya.^
Summoning the Janissary a£a and some senior members of the corps
to denounce the leaders of,the revolt, he learned that the
persons responsible were the second vizier iskender A£a, the
(2)
ka&asker Ca'fer £elebi and Balyemez Osman Aga, the sekbanbagi. v ;
iskender A£a and 'Osman A£a were executed forthwith, and Ca'fer
(1) Tacu 1 t-Tevarlih, II, p. 293; Vekayi'-i Sultan Bayezid ve
Sellm gan, 44b.
(2) Tacu 't-Tevarih, II, p. 293; Vekayi'-i Sultan Bayezid ve
Selim Han, 44b. gukru, Selim-name, 121a, relates the
denouncing of the instigators of the uprising thus:
Bu fesadi ey erenler serveri
itdi birkaj bl-hired yenijeri
lik ba'is bunda uj bi-behredtir
igbu tahrik ile anlar johredur
Biri iskender Paja durur benam
01 biri sekmenbaj ey Nik-nam
/
Biri dahi ka&i 'askerdiir ki. Sah
u • 1
Sanur am her cihetden nik-hvah
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£elebi was summoned to the Sultan's prescence.^ According to
Hoca Sa'deddin, Selim asked Ca'fer £elebi to suggest what
suitable punishment might be meted out to a person who encouraged
the troops of Islam to revolt and, upon receiving the reply that
such a person, if proved guilty, should be executed, he ordered
(2)Ca'fer's execution. 1 According to "t^e question was
framed differently and, on being asked to suggest a punishment
for a person who intended to kill a muslim, Ca'fer replied
similarly that if his guilt was proved, the penalty should be
death. gukru frames the Sultan's reply in the following beyts:
Men ki gaham 'ilmum irmi^dur tamam
Sen de inkar idemezsin ug kelam
Sen fulan menzilde bir gun agikar
Dimedun mi ki Ferld-i ruzgar
(1) £>ukrti, Selxm-name, 122a. 'Ill (Kiinhu ' 1-Ahbar, 205a),
however, states that the Sultan sent a man to Ca'fer felebi
to ask some questions.
(2) Tacu ' t-'Tevarlh, II, i. 298. According to Qerkesler Katibi,
29b, after Ca'fer's execution Selim regretted having killed
Dukakin-o£lu, considering him to be innocent:
Bir teessiif gekdi anda padigah
Kim Dukakin-o^lu gitdi bi-gtinah
Ferldun Beg1 I, p. 415, gives a detailed account of the
trail and execution.
(3) £>tikrti, Selim-name, 122a.
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Plri Pajanuh helakidtir savab
£>imdi inkar eyler isefi vir cevab
Katline sa'y itdufi anun bi-guman
Curmsiiz yekdiin aria ti£-i zeban
It can be understood from the following beyts that £>ukru
considered some rivalry to have existed between Pirl Paga and
Ca'fer pelebi, and that Pirl had denounced Ca'fer as a rabble-
rouser and advised the Sultan to execute him:
Pari Paga hod bana bir gun nihan
Didi ki ey Hiisrev-i mtilk-i cihan
Ka&i 'asker fitnedllr ref ' eylegil
Yir yuzinden fitneyi def' eylegil
'Llx indicates another reason for Ca'fer's execution. 'HI
was informed by Celal-zade that during the period in which Sellm
was struggling to obtain the throne he met the army of his father,
Bayezld II, at Earigdiran Ovasi and withdrew his troops without
a fight, retiring towards Kefe. On the occasion of this military
withdrawal, Selim became the victim of a satirical work which
was unfortunately attributed to Ca'fer, and became the cause
(2)
for his execution.v ' There is support for this account in the
in'amat Defteri. It is recorded that in Cem. I 917 a poet by
(1) £ukru, Selim-name, 122a.
(2) Kunhii ' 1-Ahbar, 205a.
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the name of presented a ta*rih about the defeat of Sellm
Beg to Bayezid and was remunerated.^ This ta'rih could be
attributed to Ca'fer. Furthermore, Celal-zade gives an account
in his He*agir (103a) which is connected with the above story.
After Selirn's withdrawal Ca'fer was reported to have said
I iiL, "the dog has gone into the desert", and his words
became famous at that time. Celal-zade considers that this
remark was instrumental in bringing about Ca'fer's execution.
The tezkires give the following line as a chronogram for
(2)Ca'fer's execution:v '
gj y—l dl J
However, this chronogram produces the year 920, which is clearly
wrong, as the historical sources are agreed upon the 8th Receb
921 (18 Aug. 1515) as the date of his execution.^
(1) in'amat Defteri, p. 454. Appendix A.21.
^ ^ ^—i i—b. ^ I ^ C~i_J ^ (-5—" ^
This ta*rih may be a chronogram, or it may, in fact, refer
to a work of history.
(2) Kafzade Fa'ifei^la; Riya&j, 45b. S. N. Ergun prefers to
rely on the chronogram and considers the historical sources
to be at fault ( T^, II, P* 835). OM, I, p. 263, and
HOP, II, P* 269, also give the date as 920. As Sultan
Selim returned to Istanbul after the £aldiran campaign
on 29 Cem. I 921, it is certain that the historical sources
are correct.
(3) Tevarlh (ed. Giese), I, p. 134; Beda'i'u 'l-Veka*!', II,
443b; SO, II, P« 63; Amasya Tarihi, III, p. 277.
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According to 'Ajik £elebi and 'Hi, Ca'fer had tried in
vain to persuade the Sultan of his innocence and, quoting
historical precedents, he had recounted that Harun Regld had
suffered pangs of guilt after the execution of his vizier Ca'fer
Bermeki, whom he felt he had executed unjustly.,
After Ca'fer's execution his corpse was taken to Balat to
(2)
the mosquev 'which had been named after him, and buried there
by his brother Sa'di £elebi.^
In the tegkires it is recounted that Ca'fer had a premoni¬
tion of his own death. Two or three dg.ys before Ca'fer's
execution, Mevlana Necmi went to Ca'fer's house to pay a visit,
during the course of which Ca'fer told him that he had just
written a £azel, of which he particularly liked this couplet:y'
Ben §ehld-i ti£-i 'igk oldukda. rah-x yarda
(5)
Yuinadm defn eyleftiiz tenden £uban gitmeslinv '
(1) 'Agik gelebi, 60b-6la; Kunhu '1-Ahbar, 205a.
(2) For his mosque in Balat, see Hadikatu '1-Cevami', I, p. 39.
For its vakfiye, see Istanbul Tahrir Defteri, p. 298.
(3) Sehl, p. 28; 'Agik ffelebi, 6la; Kinali-zade, 71a. 'Agik
felebi, 156b, recounts that Sa'dl Qelebi was so struck by
grief at the death of his brother that he could not stop
himself from cursing the one responsible, and for a long
time afterwards lived in continual fear that he had been
ovei'heard, and his words reported to the palace.
(4) 'Igik gelebi, 61a; Kmali-zade, 71a, RiyaftI, 46a.
(5) LIvan, p. 416.
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'Agik £elebi sees in this couplet an allusion to Ca'fer's
execution.
Sultan Selim showed remorse for Ca'fer's execution and
castigated his courtiers for not having advised imprisonment
rather than death.^ Following Ca'fer's death, a fire broke
out among the houses and shops which belonged to the vakf of
Atik 'Ali Paga in Dikiltag. Sultan Selim visited the scene in
order to supervise the extinguishing of the fire, and is reported
to have said "this fire is a spark from the fire of poor innocent
(2)Ca'fer's sigh". ' Another anecdote supports the idea that
Sellm showed regret, as he is reported to have said "there were
only two great men in Rum: one of them was Mu*eyyed-zade, the
other Taci-zade Ca'fer. What a pity that the first reached old
age before I ascended the throne and the other I killed without
(3)
realizing his true worth". '
Following Ca'fer's death his wife faclu Hanim was received
into Sellm's presence on 15th Receb and given an imperial
bequest.^ According to the Caml'u 't-fevarih, she benefited
from the revenue of lands at Tirhala, which were given to her
for the remainder. of her life. She died in 984 (1576-7).^
(1) Kunhu '1-Ahbar, 205b. 'All's statement that Selim had
executed Dukakin-o£lu for not having prevented his ordering
Ca'fer's execution is certainly mistaken, for Dukakin-o^lu
had been killed in Amasya before this date.
(2) 'Agik ffelebi, 61a; Kmali-zade, 7Cb; RiyaAi, 45b-46a.
(5) 'Agik gelebi, 61a; Kmali-zade, 70b; Riya&i, 45b-46a.
(4) Feridun Beg1 I, p. 418.
(5) Cami 'li ' t-Tevarih (Siil. lib. Fatih, 4306), 260b.
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It is reported in the tegkires that Ca'fer was survived
by a son who wrote poetry under the mahlas of Ca'ferl.^
Ca'ferl spent a convivial life and died from an overdose of
opium.^ We can find some of his poems in certain mecmu'as.^
In a vakf document dating from the beginning of £i 'l-Ka'de 918
(Jan. 1513) it is mentioned that Ca'fer £elebi had other children,
but no mention is made of their names.
Apart from his mosque in Istanbul, Ca'fer was responsible
for building a mosque and a hamam in Simav, a kervansaray in
Bergama^^and a primary school in Edirne.
Ca'fer Qelebi's brother Sa'dl Qelebi was also famous as
a mungi and poet. Sa'di felebi's background is more or less
(7)
the same as that of his brother. He was born in Amasya, 'on
(1) 'Igik gelebi, 62b-63a* Kmali-zade, 72a. According to
Huseyin Husameddln his name was Ibrahim Ball Qelebi.
(Higancilar, p. 72).
(2) 'Igik gelebi, 62b; Kinali-zade, 72a.
(3) Egridirli Haci Kemal, Mecmu'atu 'n-Heza'ir, p. 869-70;
Pervane Bey Mecmu'asi, 625a, 364a; Mecmu'atii 'n-ITeza^ir
(Hasan HUsnu Paga, no. 1031), 301b; Kecmu'atii 'n-iTeza'ir
(tin. Ktp. T.Y. 752), 80a.
(4) Tapu Defteri, no. 251, p. 531-2 (Appendix A.2); Istanbul
Tahrir Defteri, p. 298.
(5) Istanbul Tahrir Defteri, p. 298.
(6) Tapu Defteri, no. 1070, p. 150-1. (Appendix A.22)
(7) 'III (Kunhii »1-A£bar), 204b.
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what date we do not know. After studying under the famous
scholars of his time, such as Mevlana Kasim, known as Kadl-zade,
and Haci Hasan-zade, most likely in Bursa, he was appointed
(1}
muderris to the medrese of Gazi Murad in Bursa.x ' According to
certain records in his Mecmu'a, he was in Bursa between the
years 897 (1491-2) and 906 (1500-1).'2^ On pages 147b to 150a
of this meemu'a there are some Arabic poems written in 905 (1499-
1500) while he was still there.
Sometime between 906 (1500-1) and 909 (1503-4), Sa'di
Qelebi must have come to Istanbul, since in a record in the
in'amat Defteri it is mentioned that Sa'di £elebi, muderris in
the medrese of 'Ali Pa§a, in Cem. I 909 (Oct. 1503) presented
( 5)
a kaslde to the Sultan.v ' According to the §>N, he was later
(4N
appointed to the gemaniye, ;at that time the highest institution
of learning. Again in the in'amat Defteri, it is recorded that
one of the muderris of the gemaniye, Mevlana Sa'di, the brother
of the Nijanci, presented another kaslde in 21 'l-Hicce 915
(Mar. 1510).^
(1) gh, I, p. 490; Kecdl, p. 337.
(2) Sa'di 9eleH Mecmu'asi: for Sa'di JslsM's letters sent
from Bursa to his brother Ca'fer, see: 106b-107b; 107b-
103a; 70b-71a; 102a-102b; 62b-64a; 93b-94a.
(3) p. 17. (Appendix A.23) For a letter written while in
Istanbul, in 909, to Ca'fer see: Sa'di gelebi Mecmu'asir
105b-106a.
(4) |>N, I, p. 490; Mecdl, p. 337.
(5) p. 375. (Appendix A. 24)
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Sa'di felebi probably spent the remainder of Ms life
teaching in Istanbul. As already mentioned, when Ca'fer £elebi
was executed in 921 (1515) Sa'di removed his brother's body
and buried it. Jelebi says that shortly after Ca'fer
Jelebi's death someone was required to write a letter in Arabic
to the Sultan of Egypt, Eansu Gavri, and Sa'di £elebi was
summoned to the palace for this purpose. Selim I was very
pleased with the letter he composed and rewarded Sa'di £elebi
with a promotion of 50 ak^es and a gift of 50,000 akges.^
In it is recorded that before he died Sa'di Qelebi
made the Pilgrimage and, on his return, was retired with a
pension of 80 akges. The date of his death is 922 (1516).
His tomb is in the garden of the primary school built by him
in Balat. ^ 'Agik £elebi, however, says that Sa'di died during
(5")
the Egyptian campaign.
Apart from his teaching, Sa'di £elebi also wrote a number
of commentaries in Arabic on text-books used in the medreses,^''
and according to Huseyin Husameddin, he is also the author of
a work entitled Hayru 'l-Ahlam, in which is described the charms
(5)
of the city of Amasya. ' His Arabic divan in his Mecmu'a is
(1) 'Agile gelebi, 156a-b.
(2) §N, I, p. 490; Mecdi, p. 557. For the vakfiye of his
school, see: Istanbul Tahrir Defteri, p. 293, and Tapu
Defteri, no. 251, p. 552. (Appendix A.2)
(5) 'Igik gelebi, 157a®
(4) For his works, see: §H, I, p. 491; I-iecdi, p. 553;OM, I,p. 265®
(5) Amasya Tarihi, I, p. 15.
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incomplete,^and some of his Turkish beyts are to he found in
(2)
the tegkires.v ' His Arabic poetry is praised by the tegkire-
writers who claim that his abilities in this language are
(3)
superior to his borther's, while Kmali-zade Hasan £elebi
maintains that his inga, too, is preferable.^
(1) Sa'dl gelebi I-Iecmu'asi, 24a-26a; 29a-34a; 56a-57a; 103a;
110a; 147b-150a.
(2) 'Igik pelebi, 157a; Kafzade Fa'i&I, 35a; Hecdi 337.
(3) 'Igik gelebi, 156a; Kmali-zade, 135a.
(4) 135a.
THE WORKS OP CA'FER JELEBI
Apart from his Divan, which is discussed in detail below,
Ca'fer felebi is credited with the following five works:
1. Heves-name^
This is considered both by modern scholars and by
near-contemporaries to be Ca'fer's best work. Almost all the
(2)
tegkires dwell on its importance, 'Latifi considering it to
(3)
be as original as it was innovative:K '
"Ye Heves-name nam bir destan-i dil-sitani vardur.
Kendi karihasmdan sadir olmig hassa icadi ve heva-yi
cevanide hasb~i halinden iht'ira' ve iradidur. Bir
• o u
kitab-i bela^at-nisab ve bir nazm-i sihr-intisabdur ki
min mat la' ila. 11-makta' elfaz-i 'acibe ve ma'ani-yi• • • • v
£aribe ile ebyat-i ptir-nukat ve sanayi'-i bedayi' ve
'ibarat ve isti'aratdur. Ta'rif-i ahire muhtac de£ul."
While one may have reservations about such extravagant praise
of its literary value, its originality in this genre cannot be
denied. M. P. Kopriilu and R. Anhegger have stressed the fact
that Ca'fer was consciously creating a work different from the
(1) In this study the Ms. Bibliothbque Nationale A. F. 300
was used.
(2) Sehi, p. 23; Latifi, p. 117-3; '£gik gelebl, 6lb-62a;
I(inali»zade, 71b.
(3) Latifi, p. 117-3.
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mesnevis of other poets, in subject and in treatment.^ Up
to the time of Ca'fer almost all megnevi writers, with the
exception of gallli, had looked to Persian or Arabic literature
for their themes, or had simply translated an existing work
into Turkish. Although the Firkat-name of HalIII, written in
the reign of Mehmed II, shares certain features with Ca'fer's
Heves-name, in that it relates an adventure of love personally
experienced by the poet, in character it is wholly different,
in that the object of Hallll's passion is not a woman and that
(2)
the intent of the work is predominantly mystical.v '
The Heves-name, which is in the usual mesnevl form, in a
(
hezec metre, 'falls into three distinct parts, the first two
of which are by way of introduction to the theme. The first
of these, following the almost obligatory tevhxd, na't' and
munacat, consists of verses in description of the buildings
in certain districts of Istanbul. In the second part Ca'fer
(1) M. F. Koprulu, Sski gairlerimiz, Divan Bdebiyati Antolojisi,
(Istanbul 1949), P« 74 and Sdebiyat Aragtirmalari, (Ankara
1966), p. 290-1; R. Anhegger, ''Selatin-name muellifi Kemal1,
TDED., IV, 4, p. 456-6.
(2) For gallli, see F. A. Tansel, Hallli, iA, V, p. 162; for
a summary of the Firkat-name, see HOP, III, pp. 330-2.
(3) 'A§ik £elebi, 61b, gives the metre as remel, and Katib
Qelebi, KZ, II, p. 732, repeats this error. It is likely
that 'Ajik £elebi read some of the £azels in the work,
which are indeed in remel, and attributed this metre to
the whole work.
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explains Ms reasons for writing the work, stressing its
originality; after which he goes on to discuss the various
concepts of love and gives his opinions about certain prominent
poets. The third and substantial part of the poem is a narrative
description of a love affair which the poet personally experienced.
It would appear that it is chiefly the first two parts of
the work, in which can be found information on the daily life
of Istanbul and its institutions and a discussion on the merits
of his own work and those of other poets, that have earned for
this poem a place in the history of Divan literature. In
particular, his critique of Ahmed Paga and geyhi have found
mention in the tezkires of Latlfi and 'Igik felebi, and in almost
all previous researches on Ca'fer.^ The first section seems
to have no other relevance to the subject other than to locate
the poet in Istanbul and provide a setting for the story which
is to follow:
Buhun gibi mu'azzam bir jehr ipinde
Ei hemtasi bulinmaz dehr ijinde
Ikamet eylemi^dum ben kemine
•Diigub kesb~i fe2alil 'alemine
16a
(1) Latlfl, pp. 77, 113; 'Jgik Jelebi, 61b; S. N. Ergun, Tiirk
gairleri, II, p. 385; R. Anhegger, op. cit.; M. F. Koprulu,
Edebiyat Arajtirmalari, (Ankara 1966), p. 291; Faruk K.
Timurtag, geyhl Hayati ve Eserleri (Istanbul 1963), pp.36-7,
123, 129? W. S. Banarli, Resimli Turk Edebiyati Tarihi
(Istanbul 1971), p. 477; HOP, II, p. 235.
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The analysis of the poem is as follows: after the tevhid
and na't, which are in general unremarkable, we find in the
munacat a naive admission that thoughts of women intrude
into his mind even when at prayer:
gayaliunde garab u gem' ii gahid
Derunumda heva-yi sak u sa'id
Kagan tekbir idub tursam namaza
Goftiil baglar nigarma niyaza
he assi kilmadan mihraba ben ru
• • • •
fii gonlumde mukim tak-i ebru
N'olur ben tutdu^umdan kibleye yiiz
Agar can asitan-i yara gun goz
3b
After the munacat there follows the customary prayer for the
sultan, Bayezid II, followed in turn by the description of
certain buildings in Istanbul, which is one of the parts of
the work which has hitherto received the attention of scholars!*1"^
(l) M. F. Koprulii, Eski gairlerimiz, Divan Edebiyati Antolojisi
(Istanbul 1949), p« 74. Most subsequent references to it
seem to be based on Kbpriilu's observations: S. IT. Ergun,
Tg, II, p. 886; T. Gokbilgin, LA, III, p. 10; IT. S. Banarli,
Resimli Tiirk Bdebiyati Tarihi (Istanbul 1971) , p. 477
P. Timurtag is in error in saying that it contains an
account of the reign of Fatih, 'Tiirkiye Edebiyati', Tiirk
Dunyasi El ITitabi, (Ankara 1976), p. 427.
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In fact, however, the information contained, herein con¬
tributes very little to our knowledge of Istanbul in the late
15th and early 16th centuries, the descriptions of the buildings
being fanciful rather than factual. Thus he mentions the tower
of Galata (5b-6a), the Saray-i Humayun (6b-7b), the royal hamam
(7b~Sa), Ayasofya ((9a-9b), the mosque of Sultan Kehmed (9b-llb),
the gemaniye^(I2a-b), the 'imaret, or public kitchen (12b-13a)
and the Daru 1§s-gifa (13a-b).^^ After the Daru 'g-gifa there is
a comparatively long account of the establishment of the mosque
and tomb of Ebu Eyyiib Ansari, in which is given the familiar
account of how Ak gemseddin, the mentor of the Sultan, located
the site about half a fersah outside the city. Curiously, he
omits this detail in his Feth-name.
The second part, which can be considered to be the real
beginning of the Heves-name, starts with a hasb-i hal (16a~17a),
in which Ca'fer gives some facts about his own life. He tells
us that he spent his time, when not pursuing his studies, in
the enjoyable company of friends:
G-ejlib eyyam-i tahsil olsa ta'til
iderdiim 'igret esbabim tahsil
(1) He mentions the following scholars as teaching there at
that time: ^atib-oglu, 'Arab, Kastalani and Haci Hasan-zade.
(2) A similar description of many of these buildings is to
be found in Hadidi's Tevarih-i ll-i 'Ogman (British Museum,
Or. 12396), ff. 133b-135a.
Dirilb bir nice ehl-i dil harifi




Olub birden ikiden sade-rular
Tolub sagar bosalurdi sebular
16b
In the course of these meetings he would engage his friends
in literary discourses in which it was his custom to contribixte
extempore gazels as well as kasides in praise of the Sultan:
Gehi mugkil mesa4!! fikr iderdiik
Gehi diirlu muSahik zikr iderduk
Gehi nazm-i Deri vli gah Tazi
Gehi gatranc u nerd ti lehv u bazi
23b
Dugerdi sohbet esnasanda ekger
Bedihi eydur idum ter £azeller
Dir idiim dugdugince gah gahi
Kasa'id medh iderdum padigahi' *
16b
At one of these parties, someone praised Ca'fer's poetical
talent and exhorted him to write a mesnevi which would treat
of love in an original manner:
Bu egnada baha bir yar-i cani
Didi ey bahr-i 'umman-i ma'ani
Budur zannum eya. her fende mahir
Ki sensin megneviye dahi kadir
Eger sen megneviiye el urasin
Bu ma'na tistine sabit turasm
— ♦
Ola 'alemde senden yadigar ol
Bula Jialk ijre kadr-u-i'tibar ol
Kohendur kissa-i .Jirin ti Husrev
Revadur soylesefi bir kissa-i nev
18b
Other companions joined in this proposal, but Ca'fer protested
his reluctance to embark on such a task:
Bilursiz merdtim-i sahib-faSIlet
• •
Ider 'ar itmege eg'ara rabbet
Ki fa&l ehline §a*irlik yara§maz
Yed-i Musaya sahirlik yaragmaz
Kilurken hamemuz hall-i deka'ik
• 1/ • • •
Olurken rusen anuhla hakafik* • • •
Reva midur ki yaza ttirrehati
Ki olmaya haklkatde sebati
iderken ruz-u-geb kesb-i fafia'il
Koyub am durugmek gi're miigkil
19a
This is the conventional attitude towards poetry among the
'ulema, which nevertheless, did not prevent them from practicing
it and seeking a reputation thereby. The production of a
mesnevi, however, was a time-consuming task, requiring a sus¬
tained effort that few were willing to make; and, moreover,
the occasion for the reading or recitation of such extensive
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works was private, and in this respect different from the
meclis-i yaran which was the usual venue of the £azel or the
kaside, and the place in which a reputation as a poet could "be
most readily gained.
Following the Easb-i Hal comes the much-quoted passage in
which Ca'fer criticizes Jeyhi and Ahmed Paga, who were still
considered the two pre-eminent Ottoman poets:
gular kirn Turk! dilde gohreti var
Biri ^eyhl biri Ahmeddiir ey yar
19b
In fact, geyhl is to be regarded as the most prominent of the
early poets to emerge from Anatolia, and one of the founders
of the school of classical Divan poetry,while it was Ahmed
(2)
Paga who established this poetry on a firm footing. ' Ca'fer's
failure to mention Necati, the most lyrical of the poets of
the period of Mehmed II, may be due to the fact that he was
not of the 'ulema class and did not hold an important post in
the capital.
Ca'fer has little praise for either of these distinguished
predecessors: ^eyhi he accuses of paying scant attention to
the rules of eloquence (fe^ahat) and for employing archaic words
Eger geyhidur insaf ile bi ' llah
Suhanverlikden olrnig ger9i ageh
(1) Faruk K. Timurtag, geyhi Hayati ve Eserleri (Istanbul
1963), pp. 153-9.
(2) M. F. Eoprulii, Ahmed Paja, i'A, I
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Soziin uslub~x na^zin aftlamxg ol
Kelamuh tavr -u tarzxn anlamxg ol
Fesahatde velxkin kari yokdur
Kelamxnuft £arxb elfazx jsokdur
19b
Ahmed Paga he holds to be incompetent in rhetoric (bela£at) and
criticizes him for his inability to link ideas:
Ve ger Ahmed durur gerji selaset
Bulxnur sozlerinde hem fesahat
Bela£atda velx mahir deguldur
Kelamun rabtxna kadir deguldur
Sozinuh husni vardur anx yokdur
Nukuj-x deyre behzer canx yokdur
19b
Furthermore, he considers both to have failed to contribute
any original imagery or ideas to their poems and dismisses
their works as mere translation and imitation:
Bu halile yine ey merd-i ustad
Birinuh dahi yok ganxnda xcad
Mu'ayyen her birinilh hali kali
Olubdur terclime ulu kemali
(l) Latxfx concurs with Ca'fer's view that Ahmed Paja had
translated Persian poems and that £eyhx was guilty of
using archaic words. Tezkire-i Latxfx, pp. 71, 215.
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Ararsaft her biriniin defterini
Tetebbu' eyler isen sozlerini
Bulimazsin birinde ma'na-yi has
Bulursin ^ayrun ahengine rakkas
Hayal-i hasa fiin kadir deguller
Hakikatde bular ga'ir degiiller
19b
Although this section in which Ca'fer.Qelebi criticizes
geyhx and Ahmed paga is the best-known section of the Heves-name,
its fame rests not on its correct appraisal of these two poets
but rather on the fact that it pleads for a more original
treatment of subject matter and a less slavish subservience
to Arabic and Persian models.Ca'fer elucidates his ideas
on originality in a section entitled Pend daden-i dil, in
which he examines the options open to him in his choice of
subject and style for the mesnevi he agreed to compose.
Despite the fact that there is given here a more lucid account
of Ca'fer's literary ideas, subsequent authors have tended to
neglect it:
Didi dil §ol hikayetler kirn am
lisan-i aharun bir nuktedam
(1) M. P. Kbprulli claims that Ca'fer £elebi was responsible
for influencing his protege Vahdl to adopt local characters
and themes as subjects for literature (Sdebiyat Aragtirma-
lan, Ankara 1966, p. 379) •
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Eda itmi5 ola tatlu dil ile
Emek jekmig ola ay u yil ile
tdiib diirlu giiherler nazmma derc
' (Wirier eylemig ola ana hare
Olub muhtari bir uslub-i zxba
Aha virmij ola ho§ tarz-i ^arra
Idinub mulct eda sen dahi am
Eliihe alasm bir dasitam
He suretlerle ol itdi-yse tahrir
Kilasm tercume Tiirkiye bir bir
Bu ehl-i fa&l olana sehldur sehl
Beniim lcatumda belki cehldur cehl
«
Gerek sen idesin bir kissa perdaz
K'igitmig olmaya bir kissa-perdaz
Sentih ihdasuh ola tavr-u-tarzi
• — • ♦
Safra mahsus ola uslub-i na^zi
Seniih ola ne kirn var zijt eger hub
Birisi olmaya gayriye mensub
Hiiner var ise olur bunda zahir
Bum iden kisidur nazma kadir
® • e .
20a-b
Having explained at some length his ideas on literature, Ca'fer
£elebi returns to the discourse with his friends and states
that being unable to resist their persuasion, he finally accepted
their suggestions and embarked upon the task of writing the
rnegnevi:
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Ziyade soyleytib itdiler ikdam
Igen fo£ itdiler ilhah-u~ibram
Ki kildum sozlerine imtigali
Kabul itdtim ki buldukpa mecali
Dtirigem nazm idem bir dasitani
K'ola her 'asikufi vird~i zebani
20a
Ca'fer approached his task by looking for a theme which had
hitherto not been exploited:
Heves kildum diyem bir hoj hikayet
Ki kimse kilmamig ola rivayet
20b
and began by reading histories and legends:
Tetebbu' itdtim ahban seraser
Tevarihi vti esmari seraser
20b
Unable to find inspiration from these works, he decided to
narrate a personal experience of love to which he gave the title
Heves-name:
Heves birle urub btinyadm anun
Heves-name kodum hem adm anufi
.
2la
According to 'All, this love affair was based on an actual
event. Ca'fer, it would seem had seduced the wife of a member
of the 'ulema, and by making various promises and employing
a go-between, he managed to achieve his desire and subsequently
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related the whole affair in the Heves-name.^
Almost as if to emphasise the originality of his work, he
deviates from common practice and- dedicates it neither to the
sultan nor to one of the vezlrs, hut rather to all pretty girls
Ne §ah u ne vezir adma yazdum
Peri ruhsarlar yadma yazdum
21a
Ca'fer's departure from accepted practice might suggest that
his work was not intended for general circulation but was to
be confined to the eyes of his close friends. This suggestion
is further supported by the fact that the mesnevi was not
revised until a considerable amount of time had elapsed after
its completion. There were apparently some other unspecified
(l) "[Ca'fer felebi] haddi zatmda gayetle zen-perest olub;
zinadan iba itmez ve bir mekkar-i bl-hemta gordukde
sevad-i visali sevdasmdan gitmez ma^lub-i nefs ve hilkat-
geminie ile ma'yub bir 'aziz olma^m, ekabir-i 'ulemanuii
biriniih harem-i muhteremine kasd-i na-seza kildi ...
• • • • •
Bezl-i mal ile ba'&i dilaver ve meta'-i vasl-i dil-arama
**■ •
hem-sar~i muhtale gonderiib, ne eyledi ise eyledi, ol
nigar-i 'iffet-vegari kendliye dondurdi. Eyyam-i firak-
u-melal hengam-i mulakat-u-visal 'alemine ittisal bulunca,
Heves-name megnevisini nazm eyledi. " Ktlnhil ' 1-Ahbar, 204b
"... Heves-nameyi, te'lifine 'illet olan hafifenuh
'alem-i visali su'ubetiyle bedidar oldu£i eyyamda dimigler
Kunhli 11-Ahbar, 206a.
obstacles which barred its revision:
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ffti tesvTd oldi bu ferhvrn.de defter
Kevani' diigdi kaldi goyle ebter
Beya&a pikmadi bir kaj zaman ol
Kftmunda kaldi olmadi 'ayan ol
21a
Yeli cem' oldu^mca kargu yaran
Kemal ehli hiiner-perver suhandan
Apildukya suhan siist-u-kaviden
Kasa'idden gazelden megnevlden
Soz olub dugdugince nefy-u-i§bat
Okurdvun ben de bundan birkaj ebyat
21b
However, he later succumbed to the suggestions of his friends





Reva gormezdi kimse kirn bu mahbub
Kala edna hi cab altmda mahcub
• • * ~
21b
G-eturdiim az zaman igre beya&a
Ki dondi taze-vu-hurrem riyaSa
21b
In the last beyt of the Heves-name, Ca'fer indicates that he
finished the work in 899•
Beyan eyler pii tarlh-i kitabi
Mahabbet-name-i Ca'fer hesabi
• •
= 399 ( "i. U
The work was done in his spare time and reached completion
in less than two months.
Ki kafidiir bir edna iltifatufi
Gerekmez tistine dim gun gebatun
19a
Buna masruf olan vaktum serapay
Eger eem' olsa olmazdi iki ay
21a
Ca'fer felebi discloses his ideas on love in a passage
entitled ser-i suhan, which serves as an introduction to the
narrative and an apology for the events which it relates.
Mecazi 'i§ski da gorme igen hVar
Ki vardur anda dahi hayli agar
Keser ma'guk ^ayrxndan seni ol
Komaz can gulgenine kimseye yol
Feramug itduriir zuhd-u-riyayi
Kazur dilden nukug-i ma-sivayi
Ani dana olan tutmaz fa&ihat
• •
Ki olmijdur pul-i rah-i hakikat
Ctin oldi rah-i Hakka kantara ol
•» ♦ e • • •
Afla tegnl '-u-ta'n itmek degul yol
22b-23a
(1) Contrary to the usual practice, the hemze is not to be
included in the calculation. 899 is given in all the
sources as the date of the completion of the work.
While in the above passage he defends the idea that mecazi
love is a means to ilahi love, throughout the Heves-name he
seems content to pursue the means with scant attention to the
end, and the passion he describes is explicitly carnal. He
feels that those who suffer because of love are fools; no man
of good sense would choose such a course:
Dir idum ol d\irur 'alemde 'akil
K"i hergiz virmeye dilberlere dil
Muradini gorub ide feragat
Gonul ba^layub olmaya melamet
29a
*5gik Qelebi tells us that Sultan Sellm accused Ca'fer
of not being able to imderstand the true meaning of love, and
(1)criticized him for not treating the subject with due respect:
Hatta Sultan Selim merhumla egna-yi musahebette "ben
'lgka munkirem, 'lgk didukleri mucerred fesane ve ehl-i
'akl 'lgk da'vasin eylercek cahilanedur" dirmig. Padigah-i
merhum "and ifmeh ki 'iglca inkarunuz ve 'lgk ne .idttgin
bilmedttgunuz eg'aruriuzdan ma'lumdur. Anuft-gun ki eg'aru-
nuzda gagni-yi 'lgk ma'dumdur".
The third part of the Heves-name, in which the narrative
proper is related, begins with Igaz-i dasitan. In this and
the following sections we have the description of Kagidhane
in the spring, when Ca'fer and some friends went there for a
(1) 'Jlgnk £elebi, Tegkire, 61b.
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holiday. It was here that the love affair began. In the
remaining part of the work he relates his first sight of his
beloved, his falling in love, his finding a go-between, the
suffering he endures, his several meetings with his beloved,
his parting and the exchange of letters between the lovers.
This section is in mesnevi form but is interspersed with gazels
which have the effect of breaking the monotony of the hezec
beyts. Some of these £azels are put into the mouth of his
beloved. These £azels are also to be found in his Divan, and
the question arises as to whether they were transferred from
the Divan to the Heves-name, or vice versa. It is more probable
that the £azels were written for the Heves-name, as they fit
the context: had they originally been written for the Divan,
their appropriateness for the Heves-name would be extremely
fortuitous. His claim in the Heves-name that he had already
composed a Divan should not be taken at face value. His claim
was probably made to impress his beloved, who says to the go-
between:
Didi yine bulug sen ol herife
Anunla iderek lag-u-latlfe
Bize andan anuh Dlvamn iste
Giran-maye guherler kanin iste
Eger ha&ir degiilse bunda Divan
Biraz yadmda olanlardan iy can
Aha yazdur getur bir kaj gazeller
Kilalum nukl-i bezm-i ruh-perver
Didum Divan n'olur kim can siztiMiir
Ne kim ernr idesiiz ferman sizundiir
73b
Veil boyle gereklh olaca^m
Anun bu denlu rabbet bulaca£m
Ne bileydiik bile almaduk am .
Eayalumde £azellerden olani
74a
The affair was not to continue, however, "because of the
impossibility of contact being maintained between the lovers,
the woman being fearful of risking her reputation in such an
illcit liason. And thus the poem ends in bathos, Ca'fer
seemingly being satisfied to accept the unsatisfactory outcome
without demur.
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2. Mahruse-i Istanbul Feth-namesi
> — 9..— —
This description of the conquest of Istanbul in 1453 is
mentioned only by Ismail Paga in his HediyyetU 'l-'Tirifin. ^
The text, which was published as a supplement to TOEM (parts
20 and 21, Istanbul 1331) is said to be taken from a manuscript
(2")
owned by Halis Efendi. ' The introduction on Ca'fer £elebi's
life was also written by galis Efendi.
The work is written in a very elegant style, with ayets,
hadrs and beyts in Arabic, Persian and Turkish scattered
throughout the text, and may be considered one of the finest
examples of sixteenth century Ottoman prose writing. Unfortun¬
ately, the complexity of the language and the richness of its
style has prevented some scholars from appreciating its value
as an historical source. S. IT. Ergun, in his Turk ffairleri, II
(1) Vol. I, p. 255.
(2) V. L. Menage, in his thesis on the early Ottoman histories,
points out .that "although Halis Efendi's Library now forms
part of Istanbul University Library, the manuscript there
cannot be his, for it ends differently from the printed
text." A Survey of the early Ottoman Histories, with
studies on their textual problems and their sources,
(Ph. I). , University of London 1961), p. 132. The final
lines of the University manuscript are given in A. 3.
Levend' s work on £azavat-names, Gazavat-nameler ve
Mihaloglu Ali Beyin Gazavat-namesi, (Ankara 1956), p. 17.
p. 336, regards this book as a literary work rather than a
history. V. 1. Menage describes it as "little more than a
literary exercise".
A brief examination of the text and a comparison of the
information given with that of other historians indicates that
Ca'fer's work is in some aspects a reliable source for the
conquest of Istanbul. In fact some of the events recorded by
(2)
him seem to be more accurate than the records of Tursun Beg, '
Negri, 'Agikpaga-zade,^ Ruhi,^ or Enveri. ^ Tursun Beg's
work is a first-hand source for Ma,hmed II1 s reign and his
narrative of the siege of Istanbul is regarded as "the most
(n\
detailed Turkish account by a contemporary Ottoman. "w/ A
close examination of both texts reveals the points on which
Tursun Beg and Ca'fer agree and disagree. The preparation for
(1) Ibid, p. 130.
(2) Tursun Beg, Tarih-i Bbu '1-Eeth, ed. Mehmed 'Arif, (Istanbul
1330.
(3) Negri, Kitab-i Gihan-numa, Vol. II, ed. Eaik Regit Unat
and Mehmed A. Koymen, (Ankara 1957).
(4) 'Agikpaga-zade Tarihi, ed. 'All Beg, (Istanbul 1332).
(5) Ruhl, Tevarlh-i Al-i 'Osman, Bodleian Library, Marsh 313.
(6) Enverl, Bustur-name-i Enveri, ed. M. Halil [Yinang],
(Istanbul 1928).
(7) H. inalcik, 'Mehmed the Conqueror (1432-1431) and his
time', Speculum 35 (I960), p. 409.
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the siege is given in both sources in equal length. ^ ^ The
council of war which was held before the siege and in particular
Kehmed II1s speech to the council is very detailed in Ca'fer's
(2)
work. ' Ca'fer's detailed report of the speech might have
led one to believe that it was derived substantially from
imagination had it not been corroborated by any other historian:
Kritovolus' account of this same speech however, is remarkably
(3)
similar.v ' As Professor Halil Inalcik has pointed out, the two
versions of the speech given by Kritovolus and Ca'fer, although
varying from each other in some places, are in agreement on
the essential points.^
The chain placed across the entrance to the Golden Horn
(5)
and its history is very well described in Ca'fer's work, ;
(6)
while Tursun Beg gives it only cursory mention. v ' The number
of vessels which were hauled overland across Galata into the
Golden Horn is given in the Feth-name as between forty and fifty,
(7)
whereas Tursun Beg refers to them as "boats and some ships". '
(1) Tursun Beg, pp. 42-4; Feth-name,pp. 9-10.
(2) Feth-name, pp. 6-3.
(3) Tanh-i Sultan Mehmed Han Sanf, trans. Karolidi (Istanbul
1323), pp. 25-37.
(4) H. inalcik, Fatih Devri tlzerinde Tetkikler ve Vesikalar,
(Ankara 1954), pp. 125-6.
(5) Feth-name, p. 14.
(6) Tursun Beg, p. 46.
(7) Feth-name, p. 15; Tursun Beg, p. 46. However, Negri, II,
p. 691, and Bihigtl, (Br. Kus. Or. Add. 7369), 154a, are
much more certain when they say "there were seventy vessels".
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During the siege the Byzantines received help from outside.
Ca'fer is more specific about this a.nd states that "four huge
vessels full of provisions, soldiers and ammunition came to the
help of the Byzantines",*'1'' while according to Tursun Beg, only
two vessels came to their help. The consensus of the historians
of the siege would suggest that Tursun Beg is wrong on this
(2)
point.v 1
After this incident Mehmed II held a meeting to encourage
his officers and soldiers. In both Ca'fer's and Tursun Beg's
(7))
worksK 'this meeting is confused with the meeting held just
before the conquest of the city.^
After the last attack, Istanbul fell into the hands of
the Ottoman army. The date given for this is 357 Cem. I, 20 se-
genbe in Ca'fer's work, and 357 Cem. II, 27 jehar^enbe in
( 5}
Tursun Beg's book. ' Support for both dates can be found in
other Ottoman histories, but it is certain that the conquest
(6)
of Istanbul occurred on the date which is given by Ca'fer. '
The plundering and looting which occurred during the first
three days of the conquest is vividly described by Ca'fer
(1) Feth-name, p. 15. Ca'fer's version of this event is
supported by EnveriE, p. 95*
(2) H. inalcik, Fatih Devri, p. 127.
(3) Feth-name, pp. 15-17; Tursun Beg, p. 43.
(4) H. tnalcak, Fatih Devri, p. 150.
(5) Feth-name, p. 17; Tursun Beg, p. 49.
(6) Feridun Dirimtekin, jstanbulun Fethi (Istanbul 1976) ,
pp. 136-213.
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£elebi, ^but the withdrawal of G-iustiniani and his men which
preceded the conquest and the death of the Byzantine Emperor
during the capture of the city are omitted in Ca'fer's work.
(2)
Tursun Beg's account regarding these events is very detailed. '
Ca'fer's closing lines are devoted to the conversion of
Ayasofya into a mosque by Mehmed II. This part is presented
in all Ottoman histories of that time in almost the same way.
The other Ottoman historians such as 'Agikpaga-zade, Ruhi
and Enveri give comparatively short versions of the conqixest,
and for the most part usually repeat each other with only
slight differences: they do, however, usually favour Ca'fer's
(■5)
version of the conquest.
It is not clear from the text which sources have been
used by Ca'fer to compile his Feth-name. The only reference
to any source is in the following passage: "Iluhaddisan-i
(l) According to Ca'fer, so much booty was taken after the
conquest that even in his day it was customary to challenge
a profligate spender with the following question:"Istanbul
ya^rnasmda bile miyduh?" (Were you present at the sack of
Istanbul?) A similar version of this is given by Negri, II,
p. 707, and ibn-i Kemal, Tevarih-i Il-i 'Ogman, VII
Defter, ed. S. Turan (Ankara 1957), p. 75.
^ Tursun Beg, pp. 50-3-
(3) For a comparison of Ottoman sources and their accuracy,
see H. inalcxk, Fatih Devri, pp. 109-132; Selahaddin Tansel,
Osmanli Kaynaklarma gore Fatih Sultan Kehmedin Siyasi ve
Askeri Faaliyeti (Ankara 1953), PP» 62-111, and for European
sources, see Feridun Dirirntekin, istanbulun Fethi
(Istanbul 1976).
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havadig-i ruzgar ve mtifessiran-i ayat-i takallubat~i edvar ve
miigekkiran-i me'asir-i hamlde-i eslaf-i 'izam goyle hikayet
kildilar".^ Prom this it can be assumed that Ca'fer £elebi
used eye-witness reports as well as written works. It is certain
that he did not rely exclusively on any source which is now
extant, for he departs from Ruhi, Enverl, Tursun Beg, Negri and
'Sgikpaga-zade either by adding new information or giving a
conflicting account. It is probable that some of Ca'fer's
(2)
written sources for his history have disappeared, 'and that
Ca'fer did no more than collect the information they give and
recast it in his own elegant style. In order to exhibit his
talent in inga and possibly to strengthen his position as a
mungl he ornamented the historical facts with extended epithets,
ayets, hadls and beyts, and paid great attention to sec', to
such an extent that his work seems, at first glance, to be a
literary essay on the conquest of Istanbul.
Although Ca'fer does not mention when he wrote this work,
it is probable that he completed it sometime after 399 (1493-4),
the date on which he finished his Ileves-name, from which he
has taken the description of Ayasofya and quoted certain of
(1) Peth-name, p. 5.
(2) H. inalcik suggests in his article on Ottoman historiography
that there might be other histories available to the
sixteenth century historian which are no longer available
to us. 'The Rise of Ottoman Historiography' in Historians
of the Kiddle East (London 1962), p. 165.
his "beyts from that chapter.
The complete text of the Feth-name is given by Ni§sanci
Celal-zade Mustafa £elebi in his book called He'agir-i Selim
Han.The only reference to the Feth-name by another historian
is that given by Huseyin, an historian of the seventeenth
(2)
century.v 1 A simplified version of the Feth-name in latin
transcription has been published by £>eref Kayabogazi: Tugrayl
Ca'fer £elebi, Mahruse-i Istanbul Fethnamesi (Istanbul 1953).
(1) Celal-zade explains why he has given the complete text of
the Feth-name thus: Merhum Sultan Mehmed Han G-azr -
e • • # o
enare Mlahu biirhanehti ~ mukaddema medine-i mahmiye-i
Konstantiniyeyi feth itduklerinde [Ca'fer £elebi] ol
hikayeti beyan, teshrr-i cemil ile garra-yi 'azimu
'g-janlarmx 'ayan i9un tafsil-i bed!' eylemiglerdHr.
Teyemmunen bu kitab-i miistatabda tastir ve tahrlr olundi
ki sami'ine surur ve behcet hasil olur. (103a)
(2) "Merhum niganci Taci-zade Ca'fer £elebi dahi istanbulun
yevm-i saligde feth oldu^m tahrir ve tasriih eylemi§s".
Beda'i'u 'l-Veka'l', II, p. 204b.
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3. Munge *at
Almost all the sources agree about Ca'fer's abilities as
a mftngiC, most of them ascribing to him a munge*atHowever,
it is not clear from the sources whether the munge * at is a
separate work, or whether they are using this term loosely to
indicate various letters attributed to him and included in
other collections. In 1914, in the introduction to Mahruse-i
Istanbul Eeth-namesi, Halis Efendi claimed to possess a copy
(2)
of Ca'fer Jelebi's Munge *at in his personal library.v ' S. U.
Ergun searched for this book, but was unable to find it in
Istanbul University library, where Halis Efendi's books were
C 3 N
placed after his death.K 1 However, amongst the collection of
munge 'at works in the University Library there is one attributed
to Ca'fer felebi, jnga-i Tacl-zade.^ This is clearly a
misnomer, for only the first three letters and one other belong
to Taci-zade Ca'fer £elebi, the remainder being by various
hands. It is very probable that the title page was written by
(1) j>N, I, p. 439; 'Agik gelebi, 61b; ICmali-zade, 71a;
Riya&x, 45b; Celal-zade, Me'agir, 103a; KZ, II, p. 1361;
gullem, p. 69^
(2) "ve Munge*ati (zamanm vuku'at-i muhimmesi iizerine
yazilmig geylerdir) kutuphane-i 'acizanemde mevcuddur"
TOBH, supplement to no. 20-21, (Istanbul 1331), p. 4.
(3) Tg, II, p. 886.
(4) Tiirkge Yazmalar, 5723.
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someone who had read no further than the first three letters
in this collection. It may he that this is the work to which
tlalis Bfendi referred.
Another miinge'at has been wrongly ascribed to Ca'fer
Qelebi by Abdulbaki Golpmarli in his catalogue of the books
in the Mevlana Museum in Konya.The title given to it is
misleading (haza inga be-hatt-i Taci merhum), for some of the
letters belong to the reign of Sultan Suleyman Kanuni,. long
(2)
after the death of Ca fer and his father.
It cannot be ascertained with any degree of certainty
whether such a work exists. From other collections of munge^at
and the historical sources six letters can be safely attributed
to Ca'fer £elebi: three written to £>ah Ismail, the ruler of
(1) Mevlana Miizesi Yazmalari Katalogu (Ankara 1972), II,
p. 265, no: 4935.
(2) Some of the letters which are exemplary could well have
been composed by Taci Beg, but others deal with events
which took place after his death. This work has also
been attributed to Ca'fer by g. Tekindag, in his article
on the Jaldiran campaign: 'Yeni Kaynak ve Vesikalann
Igigi Altmda Yavuz Sultan Selimin Iran Seferi', TP,
XVII, 22 (1963), p. 60.
Persia, in the coarse of the £aldiran campaign;^"*"' on the
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(l) The first letter was written' in Persian at iznikmid
(Nicomedia) on 27th Safer 920; Feridun Beg^ I, p. 379;
jnga'-i Taci-zade (Un. Ktp. T.Y. 5723), 3b-6b; idris
Bidlisi, Selim-name, 71a-72b; Lutfi Paga, Tevarih, pp.203-13;
Tacu 't-Tevar_~h, II, p. 246-3; Celal-zade, He 'asir,
I27a-I29a; 'All, Kunhu ' l-Ahbar, 177h-173a; K'lnge'at
Mecmu 'asi (PTCP, Ismail Saib Yazmalan, 1/4504), 34a;
Huseyin, Beda'i'u 'l-Veka'i' II, 429a-43la. For the
Turkish translation of this letter see: Meemu'a-1 Hun ge' at
(Es'ad Efendi, 3879), 23b-25b; Mecmu'a-i Mxinge 'at (Ayasofya
4316) 411a-b.
The second letter was written in Turkish at Erzincan
at the end of Cem. I. 920; Peridun Beg^ I, p. 333; inga'-i
Taci-zade (Un. Ktp. T.Y. 5723) 6b-3a; idris Bidllsi,
Selirn-name, 76b-77b; Lutfi Paga, Tevarih pp. 213-6; Tacu
't~Tevarih, II, pp. 252-4; Celal-zade, Me'asir, 132b-
133b; 'All, Ktinhu 1 l-Ahbar, 173b-179a; Kunge'at mecmu'asi
(DTCF, Ismail Saib Yazmalan, 1/4504), 36a.
The third letter was written in Turkish also, at
fermiik at the end of Cem. II, 920: Ferldun Beg^ I, p. 385;
inga'-i Taci-zade (Un. Ktp. T.Y. 5723), 9b-.lla; Lutfi
Paga, Tevarih, pp. 214-218; Tacu 't-Tevarih, II, pp.256-7;
Celal-zade, Me'asir, 134b-135b; 'All, KunhU 'l-Ahbar,
I79a-130a; Mtinge'at Mecmu'asi (DTCF, Ismail Saib Yazmalari
1/4504), 36b.
occasion of the capture of Moton and Koron, and one to 'Ubeyd
(?)
Qan,- the hakan of Samarkand, after the battle of ^aldiran. '
[Further references to letters written by Ca'fer £elebi
can be found in the in'amat Defteri of Bayezid II1s reign. It
is stated there that Ca'fer felebi was given a monetary reward
for his sendees, which included the writing of letters to the
(•*)
Efultan of Egypt.K J None of these have been located.
Although very few of his letters are extant, Ca'fer £elebi's
renown as a mungi would suggest that he was fairly prolific in
(1) Both letters are in Turkish. The first was sent to the
people of Bursa at the end of Safer 906: Taci-zade Sa'di
Qelebi, Miinge'ati ed. Necati lugal and Adnan Erzi (Istanbul
1956), p. 45-3.
The second of these was written to ^ehzade Ahmed at
2
the end of Muharrem 906: Ferldun Beg I, p. 353; inga*-i
Taci-zade (tin. Ktp. T. Y. 5723), 50b-54a. This letter can .
be attributed to Ca'fer £elebi only from internal evidence,
the wording, apart from the introduction, being the same
as that sent to Bursa. Neither Feridun Beg nor the inga'-i
Taci-zade ascribe it to Ca'fer £elebi.
(2) The letter is written in Persian and is not dated: Ferldun
Beg^ I, pp. 374-7; inga'-i Taci-zade (tin. Ktp, T.Y. 5723),
38a~46a; I-/urge' at Meemu'asi (DTCF, Ismail Saib Yazmalari
1/4504), 43a.
(3) in'amat Defteri, pp. 25, 366, 402. For the reproduction
of these records, see Appendix, A.4; A.19 and A.20 resp.
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this field. His style has been praised by all the biographers,
with the sole exception of 'Hi. Tagkopri-zade says: "his
letters were many and he was esteemed amongst.the litterati".^
'Igik £elebi remarks: "he was the r\HLer of the realms of eloquence
and expression and his Persian composition is superior to that
in Turkish". Mii* eyyed-zade apparently did not approve of
(2)Ca'fer Jelebi's Persian, calling it "Ankara Persian". 1
According to Riya&i, he was appointed to the post of niganci
because he was the Hvace-i Cihan of his time in the field of
— ( 5)ingaj)■ 1 and Katib £elebi states that he was peerless in the
art of composition.Although 'III severely criticizes
Ca'fer's poetry and dismisses his letter-writing (ingaa) as a
mere attempt at composition, he seems to contradict himself
when in his account of the campaign of £aldiran he quotes
Ca'fer £elebi's letters in full, adding that they were unequalled,
their style being held in great respect and considered exemplary.
One can only conclude that unless he changed his opinion drastic¬
ally, 'All was completely unaware that Ca'fer was the author
(5)
of the letters which he quotes. '
Nevertheless, Ca'fer £elebi was recognized as an innovator
in the field of inga*. Mecdi remarks that after Ca'fer had
(1) £N, I, p. 439.
(2) 'Agik ffelebi, 61bt Kmali-zade merely repeats the same, 71a.
(3) Riya&i, 45b.
(4) Still em, p. 69»
(5) Kunhii '1-Ahbar, 177b, 178b, 179b.
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"become niganci, he introduced innovations in the style, the
form and the organization of letters and decrees.^ There is
no doubt that it was during Ca'fer £elebi's term of office that
the art of letter-writing ceased to use the simple Turkish
style of his predecessors and acquired the ornamentation and
(2)
embellishment which were to be employed by all his successors. v '
Quite apart from their literary merit, Ca'fer's six extant
letters have great value as historical documents. His account
of the conquest of Moton remains the most detailed and most
vivid narrative describing the capture of this city.
(1) Hecdi, I, p. 336.
(2) i. H. Uzunjargili, Osinanli Tarihi (Ankara 1949), II, P» 629.
According to T. Gokbilgin, there were five writers who
introduced new style into letter-writing: Taci-zade Ca'fer
felebi, Eoca Niganci, Rama&an-zade, Okfu-zade and Hamza
Pa§sa (iA, ni§anci, 'IX, p.301).
4. Enisu '1- 'Arifln^
Katib £elebi is alone among the sources to mention this
work, which is a translation of ITevlana ^Ekrullah's treatise
(2)
on ethics, with the same title. ' In an elegantly written
(3 )
introduction, Ca'fer £elebi states that Hadim 'Ali Pagav 'had
(4)
asked him to translate this work from Persian into Turkish.v ;
(1) The manuscript used is British Museum Or. 3016.
(2) Katib £elebi, KZ, II, p. 2047.
(3) Hadim 'Ali Pa§a was one of the most influential statesmen
of the period. Many poets such as Mesihi, Oa'fer £elebi
and the historian tdrls Bidllsl enjoyed his special
patronage. For 'Ali Paga, see R. Kantran1s article in
EI? I, p. 396.
(4) 01 fasl-i ferverdlnde ... bu bende-i bi-mikdar ve bu
kemine-i haksara hitab-i vacibu 't~ta'zim varid oldi ki
w u •
... Kitab-i Enisu 'l-'Arifin, ki durc-i durer-i hikmet
T , .. .. - i i •
ve burc-i £urer-i pend ii nasihatdur, zeban-i farisiden
tlirkiye tercume eyleyem, bir ha£retden ki sahib-i divan-i
vezaret ve sahib-i divan-i sadaret ... (Tercume-i Enisu• • • -
_ , ,
'1-'Arifin, Br. Mus. Or. 3016, 3b).
Although 'Ali Paga is not mentioned by name in the
above dedication, this is given thus in the kaside
addressed to him:
Eeyyir-i burc-i vezaret matla'-i lutf-u-kerem
Afitab-i 'izz-u-devlet asuman-i kibriya
• •
Mustafa-siret 'Omer-heybet 'Ali Paga kirn ol
Sidk ile Bu Bekrdxir hilin ile 'Osman-haya
4b/2-3
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The introduction is followed by a kaslde written in honour of
'Ili Paga. ^
The work consists of fifteen chanters, each of which
(2)
deals with one aspect of ethics. In stark contrast to the
ornate style of the introduction, the translation is in a very
simple Turkish style which one would hardly attribute to Ca'fer
(-K)
£elebi, the famous mungi.v ' The beyts of the original work
are translated into Turkish beyts, generally in the same metre.
(1) This kaslde, which is not included in the Mss, of the Divan,
will be found on p.133 of the present edition.
(2) For the contents of the Enlsu 'l-'lrifln, see S. IT. Ergun
Tg, II, p. 337.
(3) As an illustration of this simple style, I quote a short
passage from the book:
Hikayet: Ma'ruf-i Kerhinuh hasa}il-i hamidesinden
biri oldur ki bir gtln bir su kenanna yitijdi, diledi ki
ablest ala. Koynmda bir mushafi var idi am bir yirde
koyub ablest almaga mejgul oldi. Bir 'avret gelub ol
mushafi u^urladn. Ma'ruf abdesti tamam itduginden sonra
ol 'avretun ardma dugdi. 'Avret bum go rub £ayet havf
eyledi. Ma'ruf eyitdi, "Vehm eyleme. Eger Kur'an okumak
bilursefi mushafi sana ba£ijladum". 'Avret eyitdi ki,
"Bilmezera". Ma'ruf eyitdi ki, "Ya mushafi neden ottirtt
alduh?" 'Avret eyitdi, "Andan oturu aldum ki bir pirahene
degugdurem". Ma'ruf eyitdi, "Mushafi baria vir ben saha
pirahen vireyin". Pes mushafi 'avretden alub jikardi
geydugi plraheni aha virdi. (89b-90a)
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The date of translation is not given. Since 'JLli Paja
occupied the post of grand vizier twice during the reign of
Bayezid II, 1501-1503, and 1506-1511, the work might have been
translated in either of these periods. We have not found any
evidence that would indicate a specific date.^
(l) Although S. N. Ergun, Tg, II, p. 837, says that "the
translation might have been completed after 1506", he
does not give any evidence to support his claim.
5. Kus-name
This work is no longer extant and its title is
variously given "by Tagkopri-zade as the Kus-name, and by
(1")
Agik £elebi as the Kus-name.v ' According to the latter,
(2)
it is satirical in nature.v '
Some have supposed that 'Ajik £elebi was the first to
make mention of this work, but we find an earlier mention of
it in the geks^ik. ^^
That Ca'fer was quite capable of writing obscene satire
is supported not only by the existence of some lampoons in
his Divan, but also by the fact that the sources all refer
(1) £>N, I, p. 439; *Agik gelebi, 62a. If we are to accept
the spelling of Kus-name. with a kaf (as )
we can then read it as the Kavs-name, which would seem• 1
a more appropriate title for a satirical work.
(2) "Ve hezelden Kus-name adlu bir namesi vardur". 62a
(3) I, p. 489.
d_« dU Li^uJL VU5 ^
S. IT. Ergun (T£, II, p. 387), T. Gokbilgin (LA, III,
p. 10) and Gibb (HOP II, p. 275) have claimed that the
first mention of this work was in 'A^ik £elebi's tegkire
That they fail to mention the earlier attestation in the
geka^ik is probably due to the fact that Mecdl, in his
translation, left out all mention of the Kus-name.
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his double personality, both refined scholar and sensualist.
This aspect of Ca'fer's character is well substantiated
by the authorities: *£§ik Qelebi refers in his Tezkire
to Ca'fer's informal manner, his fondness for women and
his predeliction for satire (149a, 216b); '111 relates
that Ca'fer once seduced a woman of honour (Eoinhii '1-
Ahbar, 204b); Celal-zade Mustafa £elebi remarks that
Ca'fer had two sides to his character: "Lakin mizaclannda
nev'an zarafet ve dena'et olmak isnad ederlerdi" (Me'asir
103a), and also makes reference to his notorious fondness
for women: "anlaruh beyne '1-enam zen-dostluk ile igtihar-
lari var idi" (Me*asir, 143b).
LITERARY PERSONALITY OF CA'FER £3LSBI
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1. The Literary Environment
No valid judgement of any poet can be made without
reference to his predecessors and his contemporaries, the
one forming the base from which his own work departs, and the
other the area of appreciation in which it received recognition.
T. S. Eliot expresses this principle thus:
No poet, no artist of any art, has his complete
meaning alone. His significance, his appreciation
is the appreciation of his relation to the dead
poets and artists. You cannot value him alone; you
must set him, for contrast and comparison, among
the dead.
To this should be added the influence his work exerted on
succeeding generations; the survival of a reputation, in fact,
being the surest guide to the value placed on a poet by his
own society.
In the absence of an. acceptable aesthetic theory for
Divan literature, the modern scholar is compelled to rely on
criteria such as these in his effort to appraise the significance
of the literary artists of the past; his own personal judgements
and preferences, while always of importance, must inevitably
in some measure distort the qualities which made the author
under consideration popular in his own society and his own age.
(l) Selected Essays (London 1951), p. 15
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However, to confine oneself entirely to the historical setting
of a work of art, as the latter wo\ild imply, would inhibit the
reader from expressing any critical opinion, and thereby
reduce his observations to the level of documentations.
The very nature of Divan poetry is an obstacle even to
establishing clearly this inter-relationship among poets of
the same or different generations. Immediately one is con¬
fronted with the question whether or not we can interpret
some similarities as evidence of one writer's dependence on .
another. Or we can ask the same question in a different way-
are similarities or parallels in literary works enough evidence
to establish the existence of an influence? But to presume
an influence merely on the basis of such similarities in a
literature, one of the most common practices of which was the
writing of nazires, could be misleading.
One of the main difficulties arises from the fact that
Divan literature, like its Persian model, is a literature of
convention. The Divan poets were thus compelled to produce
work similar in subject-matter and form, and to employ a
vocabulary constructed around motifs and images already employed
by others. Moreover, the similarities in the education which
they received and the societies in which they lived with the
common heritage of Islamic culture produced in them a shared
attitude to life. To take but a random example, those similes
and metaphors about the stars and planets which merely state
certain prevailing generalizations concerning cosmology found
their way into the poetry of almost all the Divan poets. To
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what extent would a judgement deducted from similarities in
this, respect be valid? If we take into consideration the fact
that for centuries £agmini's Hhlahhas on cosmology and its
commentaries were used in the medreses as text-books, we
would be inclined to assume a common source for these expressions
rather than the existence of an influence.
The determination of the influence which one poet exerted
on others is an important problem confronting the literary
critic in his appraisal of Divan literature. But the most
important of all is the definition of the literary tradition
which took shape in previous centuries and to find out to what
extent any given poet contributed to this literary heritage.
It is in this area that the creative power of the Divan poet
is revealed. Therefore we can speak of influence only when
we find traces of characteristic unconventional motifs or
unusual imagery appearing in the works of the poet's successors.
If such traces cannot be found, to suggest an accumulative
influence or the existence of a common source would be more
(?)
preferable than to look for a specific derivation.v~/
Y/hen we speak of influence we must however make it clear
that a completely different concept, that of imitation exists.
(1) I. H. Uzungargili, ilrniye Tegkilati, pp. 20-21.
(2) Ihab H. Hassan, 'The Problem of Influence in Literary
History: Notes towards a definition', Journal of Aesthetics
and Art Criticism, XIV (1955), pp. 66; 74-5.
As Latlfi mentions, imitation was very common in Divan literature
... Zemanede ja'ir ve miitega'ir na-ma'lum olub 'arsa-i
nazm raukallid ve ehl-i taklrd ile tolmis ... Ve ekserinlin
• • * • —
evrak ve es'anni tefahhus ider olsan kelimat-i me'huze-
sinun me'hagi ma'lum olu"b her heyti bir divandan almig
ve her ma'nayi bir sahib-'irfandan jalmigdur.
Imitation is the taking-over of the entire emagination of
others, expressing it with only superficial modifications.
In influence, however, what is important is the forming of
new relationships between the already existing themes and the
borrowed images and motifs. Latifi regards even this as an
allowable kind of plagiarism:
(ma'kule-i duzdun) bir kismi dahi ustaduh nazmmda
bir ma'nayi gortlr am bir niikte-i barike alet-i mtilahaza
dugurur. Tab'-i pak ve lutf-i idrak ile ol ma'nadan
bir ma'na dahi hayal ider ve ol san'atden bir san'ate
dahi intikal ider. Bu kisim ga'ir-i mubdi' gibi
aksam-i mezbureden evla ve nazim-i muhteri' gibi ctimle-• • •
( ?\
den a'ladur.v '
In attempting to establish an influence, we must, first
of all, have external evidence. Therefore, we need to know
(1) Latif1, pjj. 24-5.
(2) hatifI, p. 31«
the nature and extent of our author's contact with his pre¬
decessors and contemporaries.^ Once we have established a
kind of relationship between our author and other poets, we
need to find out whether the former actually read any of the
works of the latter. Although in answering these questions
the literary sources might give us great help, the work of
the author in question can be regarded as the most reliable
source. In particular, the practice of writing nazires in
Divan literature can be taken as an important indication, since




Moreover, in many cases, t?ie Divan poets in their work,
either mention the name of their ustad whom they have imitated
at the beginning of their career or in their formative period,
or they challenge the outstanding poets in order to make a
name for themselves. In both cases one can find some information
to establish a relationship between certain poets.
While external evidence might lead us to assume-a possible
influence, the mere existence of such external evidence is, in
itself, not sufficient to permit us to speak with certainty
about such a connection. To attempt to reach a conclusion
merely by depending on external evidence would most likely
(1) R. D. Altick, The Art of literary Research, (New York
1963), pp. 07-90; Goren Hermerdn, Influence in Art and
literature (Princeton 1976), p. 260.
lead to unconvincing conclusions. It was because of this
attitude that the influence of Neva*! on Ahmed Paga was exag¬
gerated by the Ottoman critics, who felt he could be dismissed
as a mere imitator.
After using external evidence to establish the nature of
the relationship between two poets, the second stage will
consist of textual and comparative study, using stylistic,
linguistic and aesthetic judgements.
The early development of the Divan poets was achieved by
writing works in imitation of some admired predecessor or
contemporary, and in this way he was able to master the craft
(2~)
of composition. 1 When we study the Divan of Ca'fer, we come
across a large number of nazires, most of which are modelled
on Ahmed Paga's poems and some on poems by £>eyhi and Necati.
'l§ik £elebi mentions Ca'fer's relationship with his teacher
Haci Hasan-zade, who was a poet himself and used the pen-name
VahidI, and gives an example of exchange of poetry between
them. However, due to unavai3.abl.ity of the latter's Divan
(1) M. P. Koprulu, Ahmed Paga, LA, I, p. 191.
(2) Not only in Turkish literature, but also in Persian and
Arabic, conscious imitation was regarded as one of the
important methods by which an author could discover his
own nature and his own identity. See Gustave S. Von
Grunebaum, 'The Concept of Plagiarism in Arabic Theory',
Journal of Near Pastern Studies III, (1944), pp. 234-53.
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we are not in a position to define the extent of their relation¬
ship.
Ahmed Pa§sa is probably the first poet who influenced Ca'fer
^elebi. External evidence for their relationship can be
obtained not only from the numerous nazires Ca'fer wrote to
him but also from some references in Ca'fer's Divan and the
Heves-name. It is most likely that Ca'fer at the beginning of
his career as a poet, while he was still in the process of
establishing his own style, wrote in imitation of Ahmed Pa^a.
The examples given below, if not actually unacknowledged
taftmin, are certainly mere imitations:
2. Mutribuh giil-gun ytizinde perde-i evtar-i 9eng
£ekdi mistar safha-i hurgid u mehtab ustine
Ahmed Paja, K, 17
19* Husreva medh-u-senani yazma^a zlilfeyn-i yar
£ekdi mistar safha-i hur§id u mehtab ustine
Ca'fer, K, 6
V v *
2. Beni so^ut gibi bagdan aya^a hanfere sancar
Hey ol serv-i heva-bahga hevadar olmasun kimse
Ahmed Paga, G» 269
2. Su gibi 'a^ik-i didar olani paymal eyler
Hey ol serv-i heva-bah§a hevadar olmasun kimse
Ca'fer, G. 205
In the following example Ca'fer felebi repeats Ahmed Papa's
second misra' verbatim and expresses the idea of the original
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first misra' with different words:
2. Ciirnle maksuduft miiyesser hem muradun ciimle ram
Devletiin payende vii "dmriin diraz olsun beglim
Ahmed Paga, G, 194
2. Kadd-i ra'na ruy-i zlba devletin virmig Hilda
Devletiin payende vii 'omriiii diraz olsun begum
Ca'fer, G. 143
Ca'fer £elebi sometimes takes an entire .misra' from
Ahmed Pa§;a, changing only one word:
37. Bir sena diirrin fikardi bahr-i tab 'urn mevci kim
Can vi.riir gawaj olan ol diirr-i na-yab iistine
Ahmed Paga, K. 17
20. Dil kalub vasfmda 'aciz bir £azel nazm eyledi
Can viriir sarraf olan ol diirr-i na-yab ilstine
Ca'fer, K. 67 •
In the above example, Ca'fer changed only one word in
Ahmed Paga1s second misra', and by so doing established a
new connection between his own first misra' and the second.
.f
In the next example, he first takes the second misra' of a beyt
by Ahmed Pagsa, changing only one word, and then later in the
same kaside he incorporates the entire beyt in different words:
36. igigiih topraAina yiiz siirdiigiim rna'gur tut
£iin kadirai resmdiir tezhib olur bab iistine
Ahmed Paga, F. 17
15. Isitanundur felek olsa 'aceb mi zer-nigar
Kim kadimi resmdiir teghib olur bab iistine
Ca'fer, K. 6
33. Kible-i erbab-i hacetdur kapuft yuz surdugiim
Vechi budur kirn- olur tezhib mihrab iistine
— •
Ca'fer, K. 67 •
Sometimes the same images and ideas are expressed in
slightly different way:
9. Berat-i husni beya&mda ka§i halklarm
Higan-i padi§eh-i kamkara benzetdiim
Ahmed Pa§sa, G. 201
11. Gorub bu rcah-likanun hilal ebrusm
Rikab-i padigeh-i kamkara benzetdiim
Ca'fer, G. 141
& :'p Jjc
6. Iia'be-i kuyun tavafma ne sa'y e3''ler ralclb
Mekkeye varmak reva midur muselman olmayan .
Ahmed Paga, G. 227
5. Sohbetilnde n'eyler ey huri-lika bi-din rakib
Cennete girmez biliirsin hod muselman olmayan
Ca'fer, G. 154
* # #
4. Seniiri bu gir penjehde cihSn-gTrler zebun iken
Rakib-i rubehe varub ne^i9un nahfir olasin sen
Ahmed Paga, G. 246
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3. ITije bin gir-merd aliu goziine sayd olur iken
Rakib-i kelbe dugmez kira varub nahgir olasm sen
Ca'fer, G. 153
In the following beyts it is clear that Ca'fer gelebi
owed a great deal to Ahmed Paga's imagination:
4. f in-i zulfinden nigar e.1 urdi nageh ytizine
Didi £alib Rumdan legker 91.ka.r- gam tistine
Ahmed Paga, G. 227
4. Tah mi haddiinden teveccRh itse diller zulfuhe
gimdi mi legker gelubdiir Rumdan gam listine
Ca'fer, G. 193
* # #
7® Rumi evrak-i gtil-i handan tutar hos buy ile
Gul yuziin vasfmda Ahmed nice kirn defter yazar
Ahmed Paga, G. 66
4. &onca cuzdanmdaki rengin varaklardan bahar
Gul yiizufi vasfinda her yil laze bir defter yazar
Ca'fer, G. 50
$ $ $
9. Umaram halis ola zer gibi bu kalb-i siyah
Eimyadur bilurem sohbeti dervigleruft
Ahmed Paga, K. 9
7. Himmet itse kara torira^i kizil altun ider
Kimya oldi meger himmeti dervigleruh
Ca'fer, E. 3
In the following beyts there is an example of the way in
Ca'fer £elebi reduces two beyts by Ahmed Paga into one:
1. Oldi turunc-i £ab£abuft ey sim-ber lezrig
Olmaz behigt mlveleri bu kadar leziz
2. Vasluft na'imi lezzetini kande soyleyem
Ki^olur £amuh dile nite kirn gul-geker leziz
Ahmed Paga, G-. 32
2. Seng-i cefasi lezzetini kande vasf idem
Olmaz bihigt meyveleri ol kadar legiz
Ca'fer, G. 21
The year 3.99s the date when Ca'fer £elebi wrote the
Heves-name, can be regarded as a turning point in his poetry.
As explained in a previous section, he criticised Ahmed Paga
in his introduction to the Eeves-name, and reproached him
with translating ideas from Persian literature. In the Heves-
name Ca'fer condemns imitation and defends originality, and
claims that he wrote this work with the intention of producing
something of originality. Probably at this period of his life
Ca'fer believed that his literary personality had matured and
he had reached a certain level of competency, and therefore
wished to challenge Ahmed Paga, who was regarded at that time
as the greatest poet. Thus, later, in a kaside written to
celebrate the capture of Moton, he describes himself as having
taken the place of Ahmed Paga:
93* Gam degiil diirdiyse devran defterini Ahmeduft
Buldi 9 tin ni 'me ' 1-bedel Ca'fer gibi ka*im-makam
IC. 14
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Ahmed Pagsa wrote a kasxde for Sultan Cem with a redif
in "benefge". In a nazire to this kasTde, written probably
in 909 (1503) and dedicated to Sultan BayeziTd II, Ca'fer
challenges Ahmed Paja:
56. Bu si'r sevadm okusun kani ki Ahmed
* © • •
Gorstin ki nice olur imig bar! benefge
K. 17
The influence of Ahmed Paga upon Ca'fer £elebi is clearly
demonstrated in his gazels. Although Ca'fer Qelebi had a
wide cultural background and a strong literary style, in com¬
parison with Ahmed Paga he was poorer in imagination. Therefore
he was continually looking for a source of inspiration, and
this he found mostly in the works of Ahmed Paga. However, he
usually expressed these ideas in a different manner in his
own poetic vocabulary and strong style:
1. He kamerdur bu ki olmig ziilf miigk-efgan aha
Nice reyhandur hati kim kalmxgam hayran aha
Ahmed Paga, G. 4
1. Sebz hat kim saye salmig ziilf-i mugk-efgan aha
gi£rdur k'olmig muyesser 'omr-i bl-payan aha
Ca'fer, G. 5
In the next example, it can be seen that Ca'fer £elebi
has expressed an idea taken from Ahmed Paga and Necat-I in
clearer and more colloquial language:
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5. Zulfinuh gerhini Ahmed nice kutah ide kira
Vasf~i sevdada diraz oldi zebam kalemtih
© •
Ahmed Paga, G. 159
6. Vasf-i haliim yazali zulfun ucindan sanem
Bagi derd ile kara kana boyandi kalemiin.
Necatl, G. 322
7» Bagm aga£a idub gevkiimi yazmakdan aha
Ca'fera indi gozine kara sular kalemiih
Ca'fer, G. 93
Apart from his nazires to Ahmed Paga, Ca'fer made a
ta&min to one of his £azels, but without mentioning his name.
Another poet mentioned in Ca'fer's Divan is £>eyhl. Ca'fer
boasts that learned men likened him to £eyhl on account of his
poetic style and the feeling he expressed in his poetry:
7* Suz ile sozde gu gosterdi keramet Ca'fer
Anuh erbab-i kemal adini geyhl didiler
G. 29
Also in one of his kasldes Ca'fer makes a ta&min to a
• • . .
misra' by geyhx:
36. Nige kirn £>eyhl dilinden soylene efvahda
Yil gibi bir subh 'azm-i kuy-i yar itsem gerek
K- 19
9
(1) Divan, p. 402; Ahmed Paga, G. 226
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.The influence of geyhi, w^-° was regarded as one of the
founders of Divan literature, extended for a long time over
succeeding poets, even Ahmed Pa$a writing nazires to his lcasl.des
and £azels. Necati, too, regarded £>eyhi as his ustad and
praised him 011 various occasions. This must be the reason
why Ca'fer wrote in the Heves-name that Jeyhi was regarded as
one of the two poets most renowned in Turkish literature. However,
his attitude towards £>eyhi in the Heves-name is negative. He
criticizes hiro for his lack of eloquence, for using strange
words and for translating from other literatures. Ca'fer Jelebi's
open stand against £eyhi can be interpreted as evidence of his
belief in his own literary competence and his desire to oppose
the wholesale borrowing from Persian literature which was
initiated by £>eyhi. Anhegger says that in the fifteenth century
a conscious opposition arose to the domination of Fersian
literatu.re over Turkish literature, and that Ca'fer Qelebi was
involved in this movement, which gave more importance to
original works rather than translations.^^
Although in Ca'fer Jelebi's Divan we find some nazires
written to Jeyhi we do not find in them sufficient similarities
to enable us to speak of an influence. Despite the fact that
there are a number of raisra's in which the same motifs and
imagery are employed, these are few. In the following example
(1) Mehmed Qavugoglu, Mecati Bey Divanimn Tahlill (Istanbul
1971), p. 69.
(2) R. Anhegger, 1 Selatinnarne Kuellifi lvemal, 1 TDED IV, 4,
pp. 496-7.
it is seen that Ca'fer £elebi expresses an idea taken from
£>eyhx with the same imagery and practically the same vocabulary
1. Dil mtlselsel zulfunun sevdasi-la dxvanedur
Can mtinewer husnxinun gem'inde bir pervanedur
§eyhx, G. 192
1. Zulfinun zencxrine dil bir mehun diTvanedur
Kim. gera^-x husnine gern'-i felek pervanedur
Ca'fer, G. .46
Most of the other resemblances can be explained, as men¬
tioned above, by the common cultural heritage and source,
rather than by an influence from geyhx:
6. Zulf u halin dilberun gordukge ey dil kxl hazer
Kim kilan her demde mur^i sayd dam-u-danedlir
?eyhi, G. 192
4. Ruhlarxnun halidiir beni giriftar eyleyen
Rav&a-i cennetde la-bud dam-x Jldem danediir
Ca'fer, G. 46
The resemblance in the next example consists of a very
common relation in Divan literature between rakxb-it-dugman:
4. Seni sevenu£L a^ladu^xna sevintirsin
Sakxn ki igidub igune dugmen giller ey dost
?eyhx, G. 12
3. A£laduguma derd ile dugmenler olur gad
Rahm it bana kirn haliime itler giiler ey dost
Ca'fer, G. 12
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Although Ca'fer sometimes uses the same motifs, by forming
different connections, he gives an entirely different meaning
to the beyt:
4. Bilmesem yakut-i ahrner mi lebtih ya kut-i ruh
Bir sor ey sarraf-i devran kim ne cevher devridur• y «
geyhl, G. 29
7. irdi hengam-i §ita yakut-i seyyal al ele
Ca'fera sarraf iseh bil kim. ne cevher devridiir
Ca'fer, G. 40
Neither in his Divan nor in the Heves-name does Ca'fer
mention the name of Necati, nor do we find in the sources
any indication of a relationship between them. Although
this could be explained by the fa,ct that Necati spent a large
part of his life outside Istanbul and did not hold any important
position in the capital, we cannot conclude from this that
Ca'fer did not see Necati's poetry. On the other hand, the
fact that, besides his anxiety to use phrases and expressions
like Necati, Ca'fer wrote nazires to him and sometimes employed
Necatl's imagery and motifs, leads us to believe that a
relationship existed between them. In the following examples,
in particular in the second misra's, there are striking
similarities:
3. Nergisleriihi ko uyusun gtil ytizunde kim
Olur bahar gunleri hvab-i seher lezig
Necati, G. ^4
Ca'fer subh-i vasla ire sevkden olur
e • • « •
Yakt-i seherde uyku.olur dostlar lezlz
* • •
Ca'fer, G. 21
Dokmedin devr yire ctir'a gibi kanumuzi
Sakiya nuj ideliim al beru gol kanlikdan
Necati, G. 396
Bet beniz kalmadi ben hastada hayranlikdan




Bir destmal ile siler ahir kefen bizi
v
Diroez ki bu geda imig ol padiga imig
Necati, p. 110
01 Seh kani ki 'aleme in'ami 'am idi
» •
Dimezdi bu tuvanger imig ol geda-yimig
Ca'fer, K. 31
❖ * *
Husn meydaninda top olali ziilf-i rnugg-bar
Kalmadi bir gehriyarun elde fevgani durust
Necati, G. 36
Oynamakdan top idub ba§m gikeste dillerun
Kalmamigdur kilca yarufi zulfi jevgani durtist
Ca'fer, G. 13
5;« ff
T.utf idlib sorar isen hasta Necati halin
• • v •
Gah ol\jr bilraez olur kenduzini gall biliir
Necati, G. 64
Fikr alur Ca'feri gol denlii bayalunle ki gah
Yituriir bilmez olur kenduzini gah biliir
Ca'fer, G. 33
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In the following beyts, although there are some similarities,
because of the use of an imagery very common in Divan literature,
we cannot say with certainty that an influence exists:
2. £byle kirn ardmcadur da'im Zuleyha-veg saba
Sezmezem gul Yusufmun kala daraam dlirust
Hecati, G. 36
2. Qun saba pirahenun buym iletdi giilgene
Kalrnadi bir goncanun hergiz giribani diirust
Ca'fer, G. 13
n£ *5*
1. GDI mushafm saba yili afdi varak varak:
'Igk ayetini bulbiil okudi sebak sebak
NecatI, G. 281
1. Mecmu'a-i cemaluni apub varak varak
'tskun mu'alliminden okur can sebak sebak
< • • • •
Ca'fer, G. 91
❖ ❖ ❖
1. Yirun var eya kaddi elif canlar ipinde
Hayf ola ki "omrun gepe dukkanlar ipinde
Kecati, G. 553
1. Bir serv ki yok migli gtilistanlar ipinde
Yir itdi elif gibi giriib canlar ipinde
Ca'fer, G. 170
In determining the extent of a poet's fame the most
important sources are the views of contemporary and near-
contemporary tezkire writers. The views of later tegkire
writers might give some idea of whether his fame had lasted
through centuries.
The first of these to mention Ca'fer £elebi is Sehi Beg,
who wrote his work in 945 (1533), not long after Ca'fer's death.
Therefore his opinion of Ca'fer is important as being the
closest available contemporary evaluation. He speaks of
Ca'fer as follows:
§i'r-ii-ingaya mutetebbi' ehl-i fa&l ve sahib-i ma'rifet
kigi idi ... Eg'an vafir ve kendusi nefis ga'ir, Dlvani
elsine-i nasda mutedavil ve megnevi tarzinda Heves-name
adlu bit-bedel bir kitabi var, hayli gok ma'anl cem'
itmigdiir. Nazmi latif ve kendiisi zarif bir kimse idi.
It may be seen from this that Ca'fer's contemporaries
appreciated his Heves-name, and that his Divan was widely read.
Latif1, who completed his Tezkire in 953 (1546), apart
from repeating Sehi, speaks at' length on the originality of
(2)
the Heves-name. v ' Latifi's testimony indicates that even more
than half a century after the writing of this work, it was
still considered as an original composition.
'Sgik £elebi wrote his Tezkire in 976 (1563-9), more than
half a century after Ca'fer's death. From the information he
gives, it is clear that Ca'fer had retained his reputation as
both poet and rating!.
If Kinali-zade Hasan £elebi is not merely repeating the
(1) Tezkire-i Sehi, p. 23.
(2) lor his views on the Heves-name, see section on Ca'fer's
works.
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views of previous teglcire-writers, it could be said that the
Heves-name was still appi-eciated a century later:
... Nusannefatmdan manzum Heves-namesi meghur, ve
kemal-i belagat ve nihayet-i fesahat ile makbul-i
cumhurdur.
Since the information given by later tegkire-writers
such as Beyani, Riya&i and Eaf-zade Fa^iSi were taken from
previous tezkires, and in particular from those of 'Agik £elebi
and Hasan £elebi, their views concerning Ca'fer Jelebi do not
reflect the opinions of their own time, and for this reason
can be discounted.
In addition to the Tezkires, nazire meemu'as and $i'r
mecmu'as also give information on the extent of a poet's
reputation and the literary taste of the period. By means of
these mecmu'as we can determine what particular poems by which
poets were most appreciated and discover which poets wrote
nazires to one another. Moreover, the presence of poems by
a particular poet in mecmu'as compiled at various different
periods, can be taken as evidence that, at a specific time,
the work of that poet was still being read.
A large proportion of the gazels by Ca'fer £elebi are
~
(2)
found in mecmu'as compiled in the 16th and early 17th centuries.
(1) Kmali-zade, 71b.
(2) For the distribution of his £azels in the mecmu'as, see
Appendix B.
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Egridirli Haci Kemal, who compiled his Caini'U 'n-neza'ir in
913 (1512 ), included ten £azels by Ca'fer Qelebi. The Cami'ii
'n-neza'ir of Edirneli Nazml, written between 930 and 940
(1524-34), contains 73 of Ca'fer's £azels. Pervane Beg, in
the mecmu'a which bears his name, compiled in 963 (1557-3), took
80 £azels by Ca'fer £elebi. The other mecmu'as which contain
£azels by Ca'fer are undated and were probably written towards
the end of the 16th and at the beginning of the 17th century.
In addition, in a mecmu'a containing kasides.by famous poets
of the 15th and 16th cent\iries, we find 10 kasides by Ca'fer,
and also kasides addressed to him by liesihi and Zatl. Prom
the evidence of nazlre and §i'r mecmu'as, we can see that,
almost a century after his death, Ca'fer had retained his repu¬
tation and his works continued to attract attention.
In nazlre mecmu'as it is mentioned that certain poets,
such as Basirl, Nihall, liesihi, RevanI, ishak £elebi, Kemal-
paga-zade, gatl and 'Amrl, wrote nazlres to Ca'fer £elebi. One
of these, Meslhl, aside from his nazlres also wrote kasides• ♦ . «
_ ^
in praise of Ca'fer and requested of him appointment as a
(2)
divan katib. ; It is difficult to say whether Mesihi, who had
his own particular style and manner of expression, came under
the influence of Ca'fer. In the following examples there is
some similarity between the imagery of Ca'fer and that of
(1) Ivasa'id-i Turklye, Silleyrnaniye Lib. Ss'ad Efendi, no. 3413.
(2) 'Iffik gelebi, 123a. For his kasides addressed to Ca'fer
felebi, see, Keslhl, kasides no. 6-10.
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Mesihi:
4. Ruhlarinuh halidur beni giriftar eyleyen
Rav&a-i cennetde la-bud dam-i Adem danedur
Ca'fer, G. 46
5. Ey Kesihi hublar sayd itmege ^i'ruhdeki
Halka-i dim ile her bir nokta dam-u-danedur
• • • •
Kesihi, G. 84
s}: J|i
1. Oyktmdugi ifiln leblerune ey nigar la'l
Her lahza surh-rudur olub serm-sar la'l
• • v *
Ca'fer, G. 117
1. Oykundi gerji lebleriine ey nigar la'l
Sonra yuzi kizardi olub germ-sar la'l
Mesihi, G. 143
n: 5p v
2. igiginde yir bulali goge irmijdur bagum
Kah-i nev kim goriniir tarf-i kulahumdur beniim
Ca'fer, G. 132
5. Ey Mesihl gun degiildur asumanda gorinen
gadlikdan goge atdu^um kulahumdur beniim
Mesihi, G. 160
# & #
1. farha yir yir od uran her gice ahumdur benum
Tire iden 'alemi dud-i siyahumdur beniim
Ca'fer, G. 132
2. Ahum ile yiizeyuz oldukpa jarhun her gice
Yiizini kara kilan dud-i siyahumdur benum
Mesihi, G. 160
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gati, in relating his life to 'Sgnk felebi, says that
he enjoyed a comfortable life under the protection of Ca'fer
Jelebi, but that after Ca'fer's dismissal and especially after
his execution, he was left without a patron and suffered
greatly. In order to obtain favours from Ca'fer, ZatI wrote
(2) - -
a number of kasides in his praise.v ' In his Divan, there are
hazels written as nazlres to those of Ca'fer, in which ZatI
sometimes makes use of Ca'fer's imagery or employes his motifs,
and sometimes takes an idea as a whole:
1. N'ola ruh-i zibana kilursam nazar ey dostw • ♦ w
lylne durur aha nazardan ne £ar ey dost
Ca'fer, G. 12
1. 'Igiklarx ko hiisnune kilaun nazar ey dost
lylneye billahi nazardan ne Sar ey dost
Zati, G. 37
>:= ❖ *
6. Senun gibinuh ey biilbiil ujurmijdur hezarm ol
Giil-i ra 'naya aldanma iki yUzlii mtinafikdur
Ca'fer, G. 34
6. Gice gundliz bir iki gun gelur yuziihe mahlulcun
Bu dehr-i duna aldanman iki yuzlu roiinafikdur
gatl, G. 463
t1) 'Igik gelebi, 230a-231a.
(2) Fasa'id-i Tiirklye, Siileymaniye Lib. Es'ad Efendi,
no. 3418, ff. 160a-l6la; 245b-246a; 276a-27'7b.
Gonlinde peri-ruhlaruEL ey dost hayallin
Bir tutxye behzer ki demlirden kafesi var
Ca'fer, G. 22
gol kimse ki girin soz ile gonlline girdi
Bir tutiTye benzer ki demiirden kafesi var
Zati, G. 396
& # *
Goziim yagma bakmazsm bana senden 'inayet yok
Burn bildlim ki ey meh-ru sitarernde sa'adet yok
Ca'fer, G. 87
Giizeller jikdilar seyre bile ol mah tal'at yok
'Aceb gun gormeduk gahsam sitarerade sa'adet j^ok
gat I, G. 641
fc * V
Hlisn ilinde fitne oldu^ma gahum muttasil
£>ahid ol yitmez mi kim ebrularun peyvestedlir
Ca'fer, G. 32
Ben buradan bilmijem 'agiklari oldlirduguri
Kajlarunun kara yasi muttasil peyvestediir
Zati, G. 439
# << &
Tomar-i gi'riimi n'ola elden komazsa yar
Zevki sahib olana geliir ney-geker lezxz
Ca'fer, G. 21
Vasf-i leb-i nigar ile tumar-i ji 'rlime
Meyl itseler 'aceb mi olur ney-jeker legig
gati, G. 135
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In at least one instance we can see a direct influence
of Ca'fer even on Fu&uli, which may be evidence that his fame
as a poet had spread as far as Baghdad. The poem is no. 232
in the present edition; among the beyts comparable with those
of Pu&uli1s jfrazel, the following are most striking:
3. Gozi naz uyhusmdan hig uyanma^a meded yok mi
Cihani tutdi feryadum kara bahtum uyanmaz mi
. Ca'fer, G. 232
4. £>eb-i hicran yanar canum toker kan gegm-i giryanum
Uyadur halki efganum kara bahtum uyanmaz mi
Fu£uli, G. 264
* * ❖
5. Nigarun husni devrinde yagum kan akdu^m Ca'fer
fa'acciib itme irraaklar bahar olsa bulanmaz mi
Ca'fer, G. 232
6. Giil-i ruhsaruha karsu gozumden kanlu ahar suo m * <~J # xt m
Ilabibum fasl-i giildur bu ahar sular bulanmaz mi
Fu&uli, G. 264
As will have been observed, all the examples given above
are from poems identical in metre and rhyme with the ones
offered for comparison, this being the only methodical way
of contrasting the practices of the various poets concerned.
But it should be remarked that such correspondences are only
the immediately demonstrable evidence of an influence; and far
greater than this is the entire conceptual ambience in which
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the poet operated, his view of literature, his understanding
of its purpose. These can "be expected to pervade every aspect





The conquest of Istanbul was not only the opening of a
new era in Turkish history, hut it was also a turning point
in Divan literature. During Mehmed II's reign those shattered
fragments of the Seljuk empire, the Anatolian beyliks, were
finally incorporated and the political unity of the Ottoman
empire was achieved.
Mehmed II wished to make Istanbul the cultural as well
as the political centre of empire; and by offering attractive
opportunities, in a short time he drew there many famous
scholars and poets, including a considerable number of Persians.
As a result of this, there was a great development in litera¬
ture. Due to the inflLience of such men, the language of litera¬
ture began to deviate from the vernacular and gave way to the
synthetic poetical language. Ahmed Paga is regarded by tezkire
writers as among the first to apply successfully this newly-
created language to poetry.^
One of the main characteristics of 15th century Turkish
poetical language is that it maintained a balance between
Turkish and the new Arabic-Persian elements. In the divans
of 15th century poets one can see beyts formed with purely
Turkish words as well as others constructed with izafets and
terkibs in Persian fashion. In this transition period Ahmed
(1) M. F. Koprulu, Ahmed Paga, iA
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Paga, NecatI and Mesihi tried to harmonize the foreign and
native ones, and were to a great degree successful. In prose
writing, also, ordinary Turkish was replaced by an idiom of
greater eloquence. Ca'fer felebi is regarded as the initiator
of this ornamental style which was to persist for centuries
in official communications and in most historical writings. ^
In Ca'fer's works the characteristic features of the
Turkish of this transition period can be observed clearly.
In prose writing the style he used in the Hahruse is in sharp
(2)
contrast to that which he employed in Bnlstl 'l-'lrifln. ' In
his poetry, too, we find lines consisting of Turkish words
side by side with beyts which are almost entirely composed
with Persian izafets employing Persian and Arabic words. The
following beyts, for example, are formed almost exclusively
with Turkish words:
4. Beni komaz ki yatub yar igiginde olem
Yatacak yir goreyin bulmaya au§men olicek
G. 115
4. funki gohliin yok goniil u£irlamakdan eyleme
Gamzelerle u^nn u£nn merhabayi kimseye
G. 194
(1) Need!, I, p. 336; i. F. Uzunparjili, Qsmanli Tarihl, III,
(Ankara 1949), p. 629.
(2) See sections on Mahruse and Snisii !l-'Arifin.
5. Ca'fer nice ola diri 'alemde kim sen dilberi
Gorse sevincinden blur gormezse hicran oldUrur
G. 60
4. £ekmi§em her ne kadar varsa ^am u derd il bela
Beftzernez hij birine sevgUlu yar ayruli£i
G. 227
In the following examples, on the other hand, one can
hardly find a Turkish word:
4. 3aht-i ferruh hem-rikab u feth-U-nusret hem-'man
v u • •
Rah§-i devlet zir-i ran u eblak-i eyyam ram
K. 14
37. Gerd-i rahun tutiya-yi dide-i ehl-i nazar
Summ-i esbiin surme-dan-i surme-i fegm-i kibar
K. 12
2. Miinkir-i 'xgk olsa tan mi zahid-i efsurde-dil
Tab'-i na-mevzun hayal-i gekl-i mevzun eylemez
G. 66
Ca'fer in his poetry, alongside Turkish forms, frequently
uses Persian constructions s\ich as vasf-i terkib" and izafets,
ft- M 7
employs ki for relative sentences and introduces some foreign
prepositions and other Arabic elements. As we still lack a
descriptive framework of 15th century poetical language, it
is difficult to indicate an idiosyncratic use of any of these
forms by Ca'fer £elebi.
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Ca'fer seems to have paid a great deal of attention to
his style. In one £azel, he regards his lisan-i faslh as one
of the blessings given by God:
7. Anub bu ni'meti Ca'fer Hudaya ptikr eyle
Ki lutf-i tab' ile virdi saha lisan-i fasih
• • • •
G. 17
Ca'fer's technique of versification is quite sophisticated.
He usually introduces into his lines common expressions,
proverbs, ayets and hadlg, and even Arabic sentences. The
idea is generally expressed in the first misra' of the beyt,
with the second usually employed either to explain or to support
this idea. The following beyts show him at his most character¬
istic:
1) In the use of proverbs:
30. lebidur fun ipen kanuh tolapma ziilfine ey dil
Meseldiir punki 'isanufi. sorilmaz ciirmi Musadan
K. 22
3. Dil dilerdi sala cam zekana diijdi ozi
•'Akibet kendu duger kirn ki kaza £ayra pehi
G. 220
2. Gordum a^yari kenar-i yara cem' olmig didiim
Buldi suret ma'ni-yi la hayre ilia fi 'l-vasat
G. 80
In the use of popular expressions:
21. ICi bir kul oksuzi olub dugiibdur halk ocarina
Cihanda bulmayub bagm sokacak bir oca^ ateg
K. 24
17. Ciimle itmek ister ihsanuft dbkiib encum direm
Subha dek budur igi her gice gormez gegmi hVab
K. 23
2. Komadum kirn dest-busi yara ire saprun
Kanina girdum tutarsa tan degiil ol kan beni
G. 233
5. Boymna salmdu^mca zillfine yiiz virdi dost
Bir zamandur gimdi Ca'fer yuz bulur kiistahlar
G. 49
In the use of axiomatic statements:
7. Yandum ateg-gun libasmdan ben anun derdi yok
Gergi od ani yakar kirn ol ola ana miimass
G. 75
2. Suzum artar bu ne hikraet goricek 'ariSmi
ftb hod kanda ise ategi teskln ider
G. 51
2. Hiisniine magrur olub 'uggaki inletme igen
Kim zaman-i gul bulur az miiddet igre inkira&
G. 79
4) In the use of fanciful explanation (husn-i ta'lil):
3- Bale yar adma konmig dagidur hagim ki "bad
Bendin ajarken kanatraigdur bulagmi§ kan aha
G. 38
4. guhub geklinde ategler deguldiir sajilan dehre
Izi tozina ol mahuh melekler zer nigar eyler
G. 38
5) In the use of poetic parallelism (leff-ii-negr):
4. Girye kilmaz ^eb-i vuslatda ruhun kargusma
Tifl-i egkini gozum tab-i kamerden sakmub
G. 10
2. A^zuft dijiih nllmunesidur £onca jaleden
Yakut hokka icre ki durr-i 'Aden tutar
• •••<> •
G. 42
6) In the use of similes:
2. ^egmumde hayali lebuhuh bir nefes aram
itmez sanasm suya diigubdur geker ey dost
G. 12
5. igigin kim bekleyiib yatur guzeller dilberuh
San mela1 ik Ga'fera 'arg asitanm yajdanur
G. 35
6. lebi-yle dijleri nazmi bu serv-i lale-ruhuh
Dehan-i £oncada guya ki 'lkd-i gebnemdur
G. 47
7) In the statement and reply constructions:
3* ine mi vasla dujen firkate didiim didi kim
Genc-ii-ni 'met hula her kim lei jeke mihnet-ti-renc
G. 15
8) In the conjunctive use of "ki":
1. Hatuh kitab-i ruhuhdan cikardi nakl-i sahih
u • o * • ••••
Ki £amzeh itdugidiir bana cuinle zulm-i sarlh
G. 17
7* li£-i hun-rlzun heni her dem gu denlu pareler
K'aciyub kan a£lar ey dilher benum-fun yareler
G. 31
9) In the use of the imperative:
3. Hak ol heva yolmda dilerseh ger ab-i ru
Koma tariik-i 'iski budur mezheb-i esahh
• •• * • - •••
G. 17
1. Her ne dil k'anun dima^mda sapuh sevdasi var
Aha rahm it kim bajmda 'alemuh ^av^asi var
G. 37
10) In playing with words:
1. Bir serv ki yok migli giilistanlar ipinde
Yir itdi elif gibi girlib canlar ijinde
G. 170
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5. Kametune benzedugi-fiin elif ey nur-i 'ayn
Tende cam can ifinde saklaram am duriist
G. 13
44. Hey ne cevherdur sozun gevherleri kim anlara
Kiymeti durr-i seminun olmaya gumn-i semen
K. 11
56. Ta gelub Nevruz-i sultani ide feth-i bahar
Kesr olub kalb-i gitada legker-i serma yine
K. 10
5. Halkasmdan zulfuniih kim nur-i husniih berk urur
• • • •
Kalb-i 'akrebden tulu' itmis sanasm mahdur
• • • * •
G. 43
In Ca'fer's poetry a complete thought is generally
expressed within one beyt; however, there are some beyts in
which both misra' have a separate meaning. On the other hand,
and particularly in the kasxdes, he may extend an idea over
two beyts:
70. Sal-i guzegtede giceler mahitabdan
Gul reng-u-bu u^urlayub olmig idi nihan
71* Buldi bu yil bahar am gulgende bend idub
Zindan-i gongaya kodi habs itdi bir zaman
?• 5
It is evident from his poetry that Ca'fer had no difficulty
in giving expression to his thought. What he did find difficult
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was the creation of new ideas and images, and it is probably
due to this that he tends from time to time to repeat himself:
12. 'Ahd-i 'aliunde harama k'llmamag-ijtin. nazar
Gozlerin yumar garab ustine geldiikge habab
K. 23
17« c. £>oyle itmigken cihani 'ask-i £3ah-i kamyab
Eim gozin yumar garab tistine geldukge habab
32
* # tf
44. Elinde tas gedalar gibi turur yolda
Diler ki Husrev-i afaki ide cer lale
« •
K. 27
40. Geturub kasesin a'ma gibi yol ftzre komig
X'ugradukga £eh-i afaki ide cer nergis
K. 23
=5= # *
50. Senun. gibi dahi bir hub-ru piiser gelmez
Giil-i ter olsa eger mader u peder lale
K. 27
56. Bir ela gozlii guler yuzlu puser sencileyin
Gelmeye ger peder ola gul U mader nergis
K. 23
Wholly characteristic of the poetical production of its
period, the Divan of Ca'fer Qelebi is of interest as a specimen
of the literature which the Ottomans were slowly creating for
themselves out of the precedents offered by Persia. In it we
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can see the language used with a strict grammatical rigour,
with the introduction of vernacular elements giving it that
particular Turkish tone which, apart from all else, instantly
marks this poetry off from that of its foreign model. One can
observe the strict attention paid to the formal requirements
of metre and rhyme which were to shackle Ottoman poetry
throughout all its subsequent developments; and with these came
a fund of imported imagery which in some measure defined and
limited the content of poetic expression. It is through such
poets as Ca'fer £elebi that we can reach a proper appreciation
of such masters as NecatI and Ahmed Paja, for by their very
efforts at imitation they provide the background from which
the individuality of the latter can emerge.
3. Metre, rhyme, assonance and alliteration.
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Ottoman Divan poetry, in faithful adherence to its
Persian models, was conceived above all as expression in
rhymed and metrical language, limiting itself, also, to a
restricted range of forms, themes and attitudes. The relation
between form and theme, as for example in the £azel, the
kaside, and the megnevi, was strictly observed, each being
held appropriate for a particular type of utterance or narra¬
tion, the choice of metre being the only feature left to the
discretion of the poet.
Certain licenses were available to introduce variety
into the monotonous rhythmical structure of a poem: the
caesura (sometimes including an internal rhyme); the sekt-i
mellh (the spondaic reduction of two short syllables to one
long); zihaf and imale (a lengthening or shortening of the
vowels in certain words^ With the exception of the first,
these licenses were used sparingly, the sekt-i melih almost
only in the H5 metre, and zihaf and imale most usually in
Turkish words.
The metres most commonly used by Ottoman Divan poets
have been tabulated by Faiza Shafie in her study of the
(jazeliyat of Nabi,^ where it is shown that the bahr-i remel
■ •
(1) Gibb (HOP, I, pp. 107-110) gives a list of 'arui patterns
and mentions for what kind of poems each was commonly used.
(2) Faiza Fuad el-Shafie, The ^azeliyat of the 17th Century
Ottoman Poet Nabi, (PhD. Fdinburgh 1969), p« 267.
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(R1 and R2), the bahr-i mu&ari' (Ml), and the bahr-i hezec
(HI, H2, H3) account for most of the verses of authors whose
Divans were analyzed. In this respect, the Divan of Ca'fer
£elebi may be regarded as typical, the distribution of the











Muc. 1 10 4
Haf. 3 2
Recez 3
Even by the time of Ca'fer £elebi, the Ottoman poet was
still experiencing difficulty in adopting these metres to the
Turkish language, which, of course, has no original long vowels;
and as a consequence of this the foreign vocabulary of Fersian
and Arabic was used extensively to give structure to the verse.
As an example of the confusion that could result when Turkish
words predominate, the following beyt, in Rl, by Ca'fer ^elebi,
in which only two foreign words occur, may be cited:
6. A^layaym 50I kadar kirn gormez olsun gozlerum
Gormez olaym gulub oynadugin a£yar ile
G. 184
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Again in this beyt (Rec. 1) most of the Turkish words are
distorted from their natural pronunciation:
5. Ca'fer nice ola diri 'Slemde kirn sen dilheri
Gorse sevincinden blur gormezse hicran oldurur
G. 60
However, in certain instances it would seem that this
treatment of Turkish vowels has a deliberate purpose, as in
the beyt (Muc. l) where the mahlas is given prominence by
having its accusative ending lengthened:
5. Gunahi yok dimegil Ca'feri gel oldiir kirn
Degul durur seni gok sevmek az gilnah bafta
G. 3
In the following (Rl), the lengthening of "ne" lends a
colloquial emphasis to kara giinler geliirse gelsun:
2. Ne kara gunler gelNrse gelsun ey mah baguma
GitsUn ol gUn gelmesun kim ben olam senden ciida
G. 8
As compared with his contemporaries, Ca'fer can be
regarded as most competent in his handling of the *aru& metres,
very rarely an unintentional false quantity being found in
his versification.
The other inseparable quality of verse, rhyme (kafiye),
shows no particularities in Ca'fer's Divan which would differen¬
tiate
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it from the common practice of the age. Like most of his
contemporaries he favours redlfs^ of pronounced length in
both the kasides and the £azels, by which a certain unity is
given to the various beyts of the poem. To apply these redifs
effortlessly in a variety of meanings throughout one poem
seems to have been regarded as a mark of the poet's talent,
and thus we find even long kasides committed to imageries
constructed upon such words as benefge, lale, kerem etc. The
demands of the kaslde (terci's, kit 'as etc), however, often
forced the poet into single rhymes, and thus out of 28 poems
of this class, only 13 bear redifs. However, in the £azels,
we find that 222 out of a total of 255 end in redifs of varying
lengths.
Although it was regarded as a fault to repeat the same
rhyme in the short poems, on no less than 47 occasions do we
find this in Ca'fer's gazels. Greater latitude is allowed in
the kaside, and of this, too, he avails himself freely. Thus,
in the lale kasidesi, which is rhymed in -er lale, the following
words are found repeated: meger, gtiher, hacer (twice) , seher,
her, eser, ger, eger, ferr, -ver (three times), ser, ter (four
times).
(1) By the term redif as used here should be understood all
syllables subsequent to the rhyme vowel: thus -ani duriist
is regarded as rhyming in a with -ni dilrust as an invari¬
able annex throughout the poem. The classical theory
of Persian prosody cannot be conveniently applied to
Ottoman poetry.
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In those metres which admit of a caesural pause (eg. Hi)
we occasionally find heyts with an internal rhyme:
5. Turursa serv-i baladur otursa verd-i ra'nadur
Guzel oldur ki turdugi oturdugi yaragikdur
G. 34
7» Tolajmij zulfiifte Ca'fer perlgan olma ey dilher
Aha to£ri yoli goster varubdur punki rah egri
G. 242
Gazel no. 165 (Hi) maintains this internal rhyme through¬
out, and presents the appearance of a musammat.
Moreover, throughout his Divan, we come across the cinasli
kafiye and iltizam kafiye which were regarded as rhetorical
embellishments. In the following examples cinas-i tam involves:
1. Zulfi gibi benden ki yuzin dost jeviirdi
Gam §amzesi gibi cigeriim gige 9eviirdi
G. 203
1. Kadd-i dil-cuy ile k'ol serv-i revan olsa gerek
Su gibi canlar aya^ma revan olsa gerek
G. 95
1. Ziilfini ruhlari ustinde fii pur-fin eyler
01 btit-i fin u Hata Rum ilini fin eyler
G. 51
In the next examples revl, tevclh (kayd), dahil and
te*sls are the same. Therefore an iltizam kafiye involves:
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1. Kanzun dldemiin k.a9an ol mahitab olur
Burc-i jerefde gerrelerum afitab olur
G. 27
1. Anda ki Kak guzellere kamet virub durur
Kamet yirine safia kiyamet virub durur
G. 39
1. futujdum '19k ile bir na-tuvanam
Eger can kurtarursam pehluvanam
G. 137
Although "graphic rhyme" (between words differing in
pronunciation which appeared identical in the Arabic script)
was allowable in Divan poetry, Ca'fer Jelebi only rarely
avails himself of this license.^
The sound of the beyt when spoken or sung was frequently
present in the mind of the poet in his composition, and to
this end he employed vocabulary in its assonantal values as
well as for meaning. Examples of such deliberate choice of
words abound in the Divan of Ca'fer Jelebi, certain of whose
beyts exhibit an almost musical construction:
1. gunda bunda ajilurmig ohmasun giil bitmesun
Gu^-i yara oykunurmig kimseler i^itmesun
G. 163
(1) See for some examples: G. ll/l; G. 29/3,7; G. 61/4;
G. 75/2; K. 4/25 and K. 14/22.
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1. Ya Rab olsun kevger ft hurl muyesser zahide
Kim bize teslim idiib balonaz garab u gahide
G. 174
1. Beni oldurdi cevr ile seversin diyu bir bed-hu
Seversem kafir olmadum muselmanlar ne igdDr bu
G. 168
7. Cevahir toldurub her dem felek firuze-gun cama
Diler kim ijak-i rahma ide yarun nisar andan
G. 161
5• inleyti inleyu bostan-i sarayuh dun-u-giin
Done done sularam egk ile dolab gibi
G. 215
2. Dilufr ey dost bulbuldur letafetde yuzun giildur
Tap aglatdun bizi guldiir ki gitdiik iigde gehrunden
G. 165
1. Gul ki resm eyledi zer levha yine sinesine
Dugdi 'aksi ruhumun san yiiztifi ayinesine
G. .72
4. Gergek imig bu isuz yirlerde olurmig peri
Yardan £ayn diyar-i dilde gor deyyar yok
G. 92
These random examples demonstrate no systematic principle
of vowel-consonant relation, for indeed such an analysis of the
poetic line never entered into the consciousness of the poet.
But it is undeniable that the effect of the line on the ear
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was in each a deliberate artistic consideration, and that in
each the banality of the meaning is redeemed by its musical
impact.
That certain of Ca'fer's pieces were actually intended
to be sung - or at least composed in the form of a song -
is beyond doubt. The musammat differs not at all from the
garkl, except that it is addressed to a rather more cultured
audience; and the murabbas which are to be found in Ca'fer's
Divan could have each provided the gufte for a musical rendition.
In tone, too, they are frivolous and light-hearted, and in
one instance (no. 123) there is a rather shocking indelicacy to
be found, which nevertheless might have been found amusing by
the circles in which it would be sung.
The choice of words is often determined by their familiar
use in the vernacular language. In a beyt such as:
2. Ne kara giinler gelurse gelsun ey meh bajuma
Git sun ol gun gelmesun kim ben olam senden ctida
G. 3
the use of gel- and git- can be immediately identified even
today as belonging to popular speech. Many more such examples
could be shown, allowing the general impression that such
hearkening to the common language of every day was inseparable
from the art of the Ottoman poet.
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THE DIVAN OP CA'FER £ELEBI
1. The manuscripts, the gecere of the manuscripts and
their contents
Only eight copies of Ca'fer Jelehi's Divan have been
located, of which six were used for the critical edition
presented in this thesis. Seven of these eight manuscripts
have been either catalogued or referred to by other scholars,
only HE remaining hitherto unknown. The location of the copies
of the Divan is as follows:
1) JR^~^: John Rylands Library, Manchester, Turkish Ms. no. 62.
An elegantly written manuscript of 534 ff., containing the
divans of fourteen poets of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
The Divan of Ca'fer £elebi is between folios 326b and 430a.
534 ff., 20.5 cms x 10.5 cms (13.3 cms x 915 cms;
inner area: 13.5 cms x 6.5 cms); 17 lines; thin glazed
cream paper; double margins in gold; ornamental headings;
small nesfe'lik of high calligraphic standard; leather
binding with lisan; without date or name of scribe; 17th
century.
There is an illuminated fihrist on lb-2a of the poets
represented in the work. On several pages throughout the work
(1) The description of the Divan is taken from an unpublished
Catalogue of Turkish Manuscripts in the John Rylands
Library, compiled by J. R. Walsh.
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there is the seal of one owner Fethx-zade Bende Kehmed, who,• • 7 '
in a note on the first fly-leaf, calls himself Mehmed A£a and
gives the price of the work as 30 esedx kurug. The names of
two other owners are on the same page: Dervxg Hulvi el-TJalvetx,
known as Eelvacx-bagx-zade, and 'Abdulhayy Mustafa,
Contents: na 't in form of tercx'-i bend (326b-330a);
22 kasides (330a-374a); 2 tercx'-i bends (331a-334a and
371b-374a); one rauseddes (349a-351a); 7 kxt 'as (374a-377a
and 430a); 242 hazels (377b-43Ca) including in the
sequence 7 murabba's (393a-b, 402a-b, 402b-403a, 405a,
405b, 407b and 414b).
2) K: Daru 'l-Eutubi 'l-Mxsrx, no. 3796
'Ali Efendi Hilmi Dagistanx, Fihristii 'l-ICutubi 't-Turkxyeti
fx '1-Kutubhaneti 1l-Hidvxyeti '1-Hxsrxye, Mxsr 1306, p. 153*
This is also a collection of Dxvans of fifteenth and sixteenth
century poets. Ca'fer's Dxvan is to be found between the
folios 265b and 349b.
Contents: na't in form of tercx'-i bend (265b-266a);
25 kasxdes (268a-311a); 2 tercx'-i bends (269b-271b and
303b-310b), and a miiseddes (236a-238a) ; 7 kxt 'as (310b-
313a); 207 ^azels (313a-349b) including in the sequence
7 murabba's (329b, 332b, 333a, 339a, 335b, 336a and 342b).
3) BN: Bibliothbque Rationale no. 576. B. Blochet, Catalogue
des manuscrits Turcs, vol. II, (Paris 1933), p. 1.
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Contents: na't in form of terci'-i bend (lb-5a); 27
kasides (5b-59a and 63a-70b); 2 terci'-i bends (43a-45a
and 66a-69b); 10 kit 'as (59a-63a); 223 gazels (72b-125b)
including in the sequence 4 murabba's (97a, 101b, 102a,
and 114a).
4) HE: Halet Sfendi (Siileymaniye Library) no. 148
129 ff., 2lcms x 12.5 cms; 15 lines; thick glazed
cream paper; margin in gold; vocalised nesih; leather
binding; without date or name of scribe - probably 17th
century.
On folio la there are to be found the title of the work,
Divan-i Ca'fer; the name of two owners, Mustafa Dede MevlevI
and Esrar Mehmed (d. 1796); an erased record which ascribes the
Divan to Ca'fer Dede Mevlevi and the dates of 1196 and 1197.
On folio 2a there is the endowment seal of the Mevlevihane of
Galata. On folio 45a there is a note which says "Ca'fer Dede
kuddise sirruhu ha&retlerinin makbul-i merdan olan ^azelleridur".-
The work is divided into two sections: the first section begins
with the title Muntehab-i Divan-i Ca'fer (the word flelebi has
been erased), lb; the second section bears the title of Divan-i
gani fi kasa*!! li-Ca'fer Dede, 71a.
Contents: na't in form of terci'-i bend (lb-5a);
26 kasides (5b-9a and 77b-l22b); one terci '-i bend (9b-l2b);
7 kit 'as (122b-l26a); 221 ^azels (I3a-63a) including in
the sequence 7 murabba's (23a, 29b, 32b, 51b, 52a, 52b and
53a); Arabic poems (71b-74a and I26b-I27a); Persian poems
(74a-77b and 127a-123b).
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5) AS: Ayasofya Library, no. 3388
126 ff., 24.5cms x 15.5cms; inner area 15cms x 9cms;
15 lines; thick glazed paper; ta 'lilc of high calligraphic
standard; leather binding; without date or name of scribe;
17th century. On the first page there is the seal of
endowment of 'Osman III.
Contents: na't in form of tercl'-i bend (lb-5b);
26 kasldes (12b-60b); one terci '-i bend (6la-64a); 10
kit 'as (64b-63b); 217 £azels (71b-126a) including in the
sequence 6 murabba's (36b, 33a, 91b, 110a, 110b and 111b);
Arabic poems (5b-9a); Persian poems (9a-12 and 69a-70b).
6) M: Staatsbibliothek, Marburg. Msb Or. Oct. 2705* Manferd
Gotz, Turkische Handschriften, Teil II, Wiesbaden 1968, p. 234.
Contents: na't in form of terci'-i bend (lb-4b);
Turkish kasides (15a-34b).; 10 kit 'as (34b-89b); Arabic
poems (5a-3b); Persian poems (8b-14b).
7) NO: Nuruosmaniye' Library no. 3311. 1'KTYDK, I, p. 91«
Contents: na't in form of tercl '-i bend (lb-5b);
26 kasides (I2b-60b); one terci'-i bend (60b-64a); 10
kit 'as (64a-70b) ; 104 ^azels (71a-96a) including in the
sequence 2 murabba's (36a and 37b); Arabic poems (5b-9a);
Persian poems (9a-l2a and 69a-70b).
8) BM: British Museum Or. 7136. The Unpublished Supplement
to Turkish Mss., p. 37
Contents: 146 £azels (3b-33a) including in the sequence
3 murabba's (19a, 20b and 24b); Arabic poems (lb-2a);
Persian poems (2a-3a).
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None of these manuscripts can be regarded as deriving
directly from the autograph, and' two dominant lines of trans¬
mission can be observed, represented by JR-K-3N and KS-AS-HO-
M-BM, and JR and K are in fact identical and no doubt the product
of the same copyist. According to the table of contents on
f. la, K originally contained the Divans of the same poets, but
unfortunately half of the manuscripts has not survived and
at present we have only the Divans of NecatI, Ahmed Pa$a,
Meslhl amd Ca'fer £elebi. The end of Ca'fer 's Divan, t6o, is
missing, lacking 32 of the ya gazels. With few exceptions,
the sequence of gazels is the same as in JR, but the 4 kasides
which are omitted in the latter are included. As can be seen
from critical apparatus, only in a few places do the texts of
JR and K differ from each other. It is certain that both
JL
manuscripts were copied by the same scribe from the same original.
Although BN differs in sequence of ^azels from JR and K,
in essence, it would appear to represent the same tradition,
derived from an intermediate manuscript between it and the
common example. In many cases it is evident that BN attempts
to clarify the text by substituting words which must have been
more familiar to the copyist.
HE, both in content and variants departs from the JR-K-BN
group, its text corresponding very closely with that of NO,
and especially with that of AS, without repeating their mistakes
in spelling. It is very likely that HE, AS and NO are copied
from the same exemplar. The places in which AS and NO display
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peculiar variants against HE can be explained either by the
carelessness of the scribe of AS and HO, or by the fact that
HE's scribe used two examples simultaneously. In the process
of copying, the simultaneous use of two manuscripts as exemplars
is considered to be very unlikely,^ and one must therefore
conclude that the differences between AS-NO and HE are due to
carelessness on the part of the copyist.
The close relationship between AS and NO is shown particu¬
larly in their sharing of certain obvious and trivial errors
and lacunae, there being a total correspondence in respect of
the latter. The fact that NO lacks some of the £azels in AS
can be explained by studying the order of these poems in both
manuscripts, from which it can be seen that the copyist of NO
contented himself with transcribing only the gazels in the
normal divan order, and omitted the miscellaneous ones which
AS placed at the end of the ^azel section. Consequently, NO
has been eliminated from the critical apparatus.
The fact that AS-NO-HE have peculiar errors in common
against all the manuscripts in the first group and that, in
addition, AS-NO and HE show peculiar errors of their own would
indicate that these three manuscripts derive from a common
exemplar differing from the one from which the manuscripts in
the first group derive.
(l) Paul Maas, Textual Criticism, trans. Barbara Elower
(London 1953), p. 3.
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EM, which includes only 142 £azels and a few Persian and
Arabic poems, is more carelessly written and very defective.
It shows some similarities with the AS-ITO-HB group in variations
and in its sequence of gazels. In the present study, BM is
not used for the critical edition, although it was consulted
at times.
M contains only kasides and, in so far as content and
variations are concerned, seems to "be much closer to the second
group than the first. M is used in the present edition.





The main features of the two groups, apart from those
mentioned above, are as follows: the divans in the first group
are conventionally organised, and do not include Arabic or
Persian poems; the divans in the second group depart from the
usual ordering of materials and, with the exception of BM,
(which includes only gazels and a few Arabic and Persian poems),
all of them include a number of Arabic and Persian poems.
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The text here edited is substantially based on JR,- the
readings of which were altered only when the sense seemed to
demand it. For the four kasides which do not appear in JR, K
was used, controlled by the other manuscripts.
The edition of Ca'fer £elebi's Divan presented here
consists of: 28 Turkish kasides, 255 Turkish gazels, including
7 murabba's in sequence, 3 Turkish tercl '-i bends, 10 Turkish
kit 'as, 4 Arabic kasides, 1 Arabic mttstezat, 1 Arabic £azel,
2 Persian kasides, 1 Persian tahmls, 2 Persian £azels and 1
Persian murabba'.
In his Turkish kasides, Ca'fer Qelebi clearly exhibits
the influence of Ahmed Pa§a, who is rightly regarded as the
chief exponent and indeed the prime innovator of this form in
Ottoman literature. With the exception of two pieces addressed
to his beloved, all the rest of the kasides are dedicated to
the usual recipients of such panegyrics, and notably Sultan
Bayezid. Pour were written for Sultan Selim, three for the
vizier 'Ali Paga, one for £>ehzade Ahmed and two for a certain
sufi. Prominent in his kasides to Sultan Bayezid, is the extent
to which he dwells on the piety and religiousity of the Sultan,
who alone enjoys the lakab Veil among all the other members of
the dynasty.
Formally, the kasides contain the conventional nesib,
gurizgah, medih, fahriye, taleb and du'a - only the two addressed
to the sufi, the two addressed to 'Ali Pa§a and one written
for his beloved, departing from this pattern. The kaslde
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to 'Ali Paga which is found in the Enisu 'l-'lrifin seems to
be incomplete in that it commences with the medhiye, omitting
introductory sections.
In connecting the theme of the kaside to the praises of
the person to whom it is addressed, Ca'fer shows a pleasing
ingenuity, the gtirizgah often linking naturally the nesib and
the medhiye. For example, in that dedicated to Sultan Selim
(no. 29), he anticipates the medhiye by introducing the rhyme-
word selim in its proper sense in the beyt preceeding the
gurizgah, and repeats it as a proper noun in the succeeding:.
9. Goncanun metninde muSmerken deka'ik miicmeli
Gul ani tafsil ile jerh itdi zi tab'-i selim
10. Gulleruh kilmig mu 'attar micmerin gtilgende bad
Meclis-i gehzadeye benzer buhur eyler nesim
11. Mah-i burc-i saltanat hurgid-i evc-i ma'delet
gusrev-i Cem^Id-ferr £>ah-i cihan Sultan Selim
The 26th kaside is especially noteworthy both for its theme
and for its gurizgah. For the nesib, Oa'fer chose a more serious
subject than usual, employing religious motifs. Explaining
the theory of devr, he argues to the conclusion that this world
and all it contains is but transitory and one should therefore
prepare oneself for the next world:
78. ICamusi gitdi ogumden hayaliime gelmez
Ne lale-zar u ne sahra ne ba£ u ne bostan
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79» Ne kesb-i mal ii menal U ne hirs-i mansib-u-cah
Ne fikr-i bag u ne tertlb-i hane-vu-eyvan
80. Nezar §ukr ki geldi feragat-i kulli
Gozume popce gorinmez bu kar-u-bar-i cihan
Although he himself is willing to give up all earthly-
pleasures, still he cannot renounce poetry, for this is his
vehicle for praising the Sultan. Thus, the giirizgah:
81. Tarlk-i nazma da hergiz siiluk itmez idNm
Sebeb degulmise medh-u-du'a-yi gah-i cihan
Although it was not the usual practice to introduce £azels
into the kasides, Ca'fer £elebi almost always inserts one.
These £azels are usually addressed to a beloved and have no
connection with the theme of the kaside.
t. ,B „
Ca'fer felebi's £azels, as far as form is concerned, do
not show any particular difference from the conventional. In
length they vary from 5 to 12 beyts. He generally mentions his
name, as a manias, in the last beyt, although in some instances
this can be found in the penultimate. (See G. 3, 141, 153, 161)
The subject matter of the gazels is generally profane
love, only one treating of mystical ideas (G. 214). like most
£azels, there is no unity of theme, but Ca'fer sometimes,
through the use of a rediif, maintains a single idea throughout.
Those features which were remarked on above as distinguish¬
ing Ca'fer's style, are most strikingly displayed in his
£azels, where he can be witty, colloquial and pithy to an extent
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not allowed by the more formal kasides. From within the"
,i .8-
constricting limitations imposed on the writer by the conventions
of this poetry, it can be seen that Ca'fer does emerge as a
distinct literary personality and is not the mere stereotype
that so many of his peers were to become.
In his four Arabic kasides - one of which is a nazire to
t t .. . f. . , .
Mtitenebbi - Ca'fer displays his competence in this language,
but as to their literary quality one woxild hesitate to pass
judgement. The impression given is of Ottoman verse in trans¬
lation, and to any Arab they would seem unfamiliar and probably
be regarded as foreign to their literary experience. His con¬
temporaries, in fact, did not regard his abilities in Arabic
composition to be equal to those of his brother, and it is to
be remarked that during his period as niganci, on one occasion
when a letter had to be sent to the Sultan of Egypt, Mu'eyyed-
zade was commissioned to do the drafting.
In his Persian kasides, however, he shows a greater
assurance - no doubt due to the close connection of that language
to his customary Ottoman - and indeed the nazire to Selman
Saved addressed to Sultan Sellm on his accession is of a parti¬
cular elegance and loveliness. In general, it may be said that
such ventures by Ottoman poets outside their own idiom are
rarely of a quality to command admiration, and resemble the
(1) G. Vajda, 'Un Bulletin de Victoire de Bajazet II',
Journal Asiatique, CCXXXVI (Paris 1943), pp. 87-102.
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gradus ad parnassum exercises of classical studies in Europe.
This may "be best observed in the tahmis which he wrote to a
£azel by Hafiz, where the contrast between the imitator and
the master is all too apparent. Of Ca'fer's use of this language,
Mtt^eyyed-zade is said to have remarked that it was "Ankara
Persian".^
(l) 'Igik gelehi, 61h
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2. The system of editing
The system of transcription used for this edition is
that proposed in the Turk ilmi Transkripsiyon Kilavuzu (Istanbul
1946), which is the basis for that used in the IA, and has
been followed by such scholars in this field as Ali hihad
Tarlan, Faruk K. Timurtag, etc. The pronunciation of words
is given in the archaic form, even when the spelling does not
demand it. Thus, eksuk and not eksik, yir and not yer, etc.
When there is no choice to be made in this respect, the pro¬
nunciation (but not the transcription) of the Redhouse Yeni
Turkje-ingilizce Sozluk (Istanbul 1963) has been followed.
The vowel of the i&afet is expressed either as a back or
front high unrounded vowel (i, i), and in general the choice
is determined by the nature of the suffix which the word would
take in its Turkish accidence. The i&afet after long i is
shown with a palatal glide: thus, ma'ni-yi sahih, and not
ma'ni-i sahih.
... t « L.
The conjunction vav is made to follow vowel harmony in
respect to back or front articulation, influenced by the
terminal vowel of the preceeding word: thus, zemin-u-zaman,
ab-u-hava.
The Turkish ile is not regarded as being a developped
suffix at this period, and thus even in the combined form it
retains its front vowels: thus da'vasi-yle, hublari-yle.
However, when it is to be read without its first syllable, it
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is treated as a suffix, and made to follow harmony: thus,
belalarla, hublarla.
Information about the sources and the presentation of
each poem therein is given in the upper right-hand corner of
the page. With respect to the £azels, the number in parenthesis
after the folio location indicates the position this poem
occupies in the sequence of the other poems in this rhyme-
letter. Thus, an entry such as: JR, 420b (6), BN, 116b (10),
etc, indicates that this ^azel is the sixth in this rhyme-
letter in the JR manuscript, whereas it is the tenth in the
BE manuscript. In the HE and AS manuscripts, the sequence is
sometimes random, and in these cases the folio number is under¬
scored and no indication of sequence is given. When a £azel
is to be found also in the Heves-name, the reference is to the
Bibliothbque Rationale manuscript of that work.
In the upper left-hand corner of the page, the metre,
rhyme and redif are shown according to the system already
described. Thus, the symbol: Ml: -andahi: -•- is to show
that the poem is in this form of the mu&ariV metre, and that
its rhyme misra 's are of the length of fa 'ilun. 'Then the
sequence of beyts varies in the £azels, this is shown below
the metre symbol with reference to the organization presented
in the text. Thus, K: 1-2-4-5-3-6-7 should be taken to indicate
that the numbered beyts in the text below are in this order in
the Cairo manuscript.
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To the extent possible, an effort was made to present
the kasides in a chronological order. In the BN manuscript
these were provided with headings by the copyist and collected
according to the individual to whom the poem was addressed.
Because it seemed preferable to arrange these kasides chrono¬
logically, these headings have been omitted here, for in any
case the person to whom the poem was presented will be clear
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